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Foreword

The McLaughlin Library at the University of Guelph has long housed a considerable collection 
of materials, spanning the fourteenth through the eighteenth centuries, relating to Scottish and 
Scottish-Canadian history. This past academic year, Professor Susannah Ferreira of the Department 
of History launched an innovative undergraduate class at the centre of which are several of the 
medieval charters relating to the Campbell of Monzie family. These were donated to the Library by 
the descendants of Archibald Hamilton Campbell (d. 1909) and his wife Louisa (Fisher) Campbell 
(d. 1916), but to date have seldom been seen as sources around which a university History class 
might be shaped. In medieval Scotland, a donor’s grant of land and privilege to a beneficiary was 
always a momentous public event, carried out in an elaborate ceremony staged before witnesses. 
Details of the gift were carefully recorded in deeds known as charters and authenticated with the 
donor’s unique seal—there were no signatures, as we know them, in this period. Another kind of 
document at the centre of this study is an example of a “bond of manrent,” a contract by which 
a lesser landholder pledged himself (and his fighting arm) to a powerful lord, both parties often 
being members of an extended kindred group.  Charters granting land and privilege were almost 
all recorded in Latin, the language of the law and royal government in Scotland until the nineteenth 
century; bonds of manrent were more typically written in Old Scots. The classwork that culminated 
in this catalogue required that students hone their skills in a wide variety of disciplines related to 
charter studies: late medieval Latin grammar and terminology, the Old Scots language, the law 
of persons and property, genealogy, and, not least, paleography (the study of ancient modes of 
writing and of dating historical documents). The deeds in the Campbell of Monzie collection in the 
McLaughlin Library offer valuable insights into the social and economic history of medieval and 
early modern Scotland. This catalogue highlights the ways in which historians may use charters, 
bonds of manrent, and other contemporary documents to reconstruct the life and times of people 
who lived hundreds of years ago. Dr. Ferreira’s students demonstrate to superb effect the ways in 
which the material culture of the past can speak in new ways to us today. 

Cynthia J. Neville, FRHistS, FSAScot
Professor Emeritus

Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS
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Introduction

In Scotland, during the Middle Ages, land was the chief source of wealth and political power. 
Although medieval Scots acknowledged the ancient prerogatives of the king, the exercise of 
effective political leadership was the preserve of a handful of noblemen who were obliged to protect 
the vast number of peasant men, women and children who tilled the soil. Oats and barley were 
grown on damp, sun-deprived fields while sheep, goats and longhorn cattle were reared on steep, 
craggy hillsides. Military strength was projected through the towers and fortresses that loomed 
over villages and fields. Ever shifting networks of allegiance enmeshed these castles from which the 
noblemen ruled. In times of war or political upheaval, land might be seized through conquest; in 
times of peace, it was gained by a grant of ownership embodied by a charter. 
 Until the late twelfth century, land and other privileges, fiscal and political were granted 
to a beneficiary in a public ceremony in which the new lord was invested with a physical symbol 
of the land such as a clod of earth. Borders were delineated and reaffirmed through an initial 
perambulation in which the lord and his retainers marched the perimeter of the new estates, thus 
embedding its bounds in the collective memory of locals. By 1300, the Scots, like the inhabitants 
of other medieval kingdoms, had developed what historians have referred to as a ‘trust in writing’. 
As written instruments, charters gradually replaced the public ceremonies and annual traditions as 
formal records of land that had exchanged hands. 
 Though seemingly impenetrable manuscripts, charters can divulge much about Scottish 
families of the past. Invocation clauses reveal the local saints to whom medieval Scots prayed and 

Susannah Ferreira
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the names of the loved ones whom they remembered. Some charters closely describe the lands they 
bestowed, noting wells, streams, hills and copses that have long since disappeared. The waxen seals 
that authenticated these lordly transactions are embossed with heraldry that projects the authority 
of (and almost always tells a story about) the grantor. And the witness lists reveal the political 
affinities and relationships held by local elites. 
 The charters on display mostly relate to lands held by the Campbell and Menzies families 
who governed lordships in the Western Highlands. The earliest charter (ca. 1334) lists lands granted 
by the Earl of Atholl to Sir Robert Menzies during the Second Scottish War of Independence 
(1332-57). In the centuries that followed, the Campbell and Menzies families used the power and 
authority inherent in their charters to increase their domination over the lands of Lochawe and 
Glenorchy and to legitimize their rule in the region. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the 
Campbell family, in particular, recognized the importance of legal instruments as tools to be used 
to assert their power. The charters in this exhibit are a testimony of their territorial ambitions and 
achievement. 
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Monastery to Marketplace
The Professionalization of the Parchment Industry 

in Late Medieval Scotland

Teagan Biersteker

During the late medieval period (1300-1550 CE), Scottish society began to accept the use of 
parchment as a means to express authority through the written word.1 The Scottish parchment 
industry can be traced back to several early medieval Scottish monasteries, and evidence suggests 
that monks were producing parchment at the Pictish monastery of Portmahomack in northern 
Scotland as early as the seventh century.2 It is possible that Scottish monks continued to produce 
parchment during the later medieval period, as they continued to raise livestock at their monasteries 
during this time.3 However, there is less substantive evidence to support monastic production 
of parchment during the late medieval period, which suggests that the parchment industry had 
undergone a significant change by the year 1300.
 By the late medieval period there was a new demand for parchment in Scotland that 
monasteries alone would not have been able to supply. The rising demand for parchment occurred 
when a greater portion of the population began to use writing more frequently and place greater 
value on the written word—a process historian Cynthia J Neville has described as “trust in writing.”4 
This trend emerged synonymously with the development of education and bureaucratic systems in 
the late medieval period. These developments coincided with a degree of professionalization within 
Scottish society as economic industries began to move away from monastic and domestic settings 
and into the professional sphere of marketplaces, burghs, and guilds. The parchment industry would 
have been involved in this transition as well; parchment’s ability to support the use of the written 
word made it an essential tool for the clergy, secular elite, government officials, and scholars, who 
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demanded higher quantities of parchment than in previous years. Thus, the professionalization of 
late medieval Scotland’s educational systems, government, and marketplaces had a tremendous 
impact on the parchment industry; it generated an increased demand for parchment and enabled 
the systems that were required to meet this growing demand.

The Development of Educational and Bureaucratic Systems

 By the fourteenth century, it was no longer only the clergy and the nobility who made use 
of writing, as it was increasingly used by other people within Scotland who had developed higher 
rates of literacy and a firm trust in writing.5 As education rates increased, so too did the use of 
parchment, which contributed to its growing demand and the subsequent professionalization of 
the parchment-making industry. By looking at the use of parchment in the context of Scottish 
government and universities, one can gain a clearer understanding of how it became a commodity 
that was produced outside of the monastic sphere and within a more professional setting that could 
meet its growing demand. 
 Medieval Scotland was an embryonic state that the king ruled in conjunction with parliament 
and local governments. However, by the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Scottish kings began to 
try to centralize their authority.6 Under the reigns of James I (r. 1406-1437), James II (r. 1437-1460), 
and James III (r. 1460-1488), Scotland experienced an expansion of its systems of government. 
By the year 1424, the Scottish Crown developed more powerful royal offices that required greater 

Figure 1: Royal charter from King James II of Scotland to John Menzies, 1440, written on 
flesh side. University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections, XS5 MS 001 15-4.
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numbers of men with clerical, financial, and legal skills that could confidently and effectively 
participate in the governing of the kingdom. By expanding the machinery of government through 
these new administrative offices, there was a greater demand for educated men.7 This demand was 
met by the establishment of universities at St. Andrews, Glasgow, and Aberdeen in the fifteenth 
century. Universities enabled Scots to study within their own kingdom and join the emerging legal 
professions in Scotland instead of travelling abroad to gain an education. This change in government 
and the demand for more educated men demonstrates the growing sophistication and centralization 
of the Scottish polity, as well as the trend towards professionalization and bureaucratization that 
had begun by the fifteenth century.8 The development of government and educational institutions 
created a higher demand for parchment, as it was used more frequently and prominently by the 
growing numbers of Scotland’s governing and educated elite. Monasteries were not able to meet 
this new demand, so the industry moved to the marketplace, a setting that was able to facilitate 
Scotland’s growing need for parchment. 

The Growth of Burghs and Marketplaces

 The heightened demand for parchment was accompanied by the growth of both burghs 
and urban markets in late medieval Scotland. The growth of Scottish towns enabled many animal-
based industries to develop and become professionalized, as they began to establish a presence 
in marketplaces. Many burghs experienced growth during the late medieval period because 
they provided peasants with new opportunities for trade; this trend was especially evident after 
disastrous events such as the Black Death, which ravaged Scotland in the mid-fourteenth century 
and subsequently forced peasants away from the countryside and into burghs in search of food 
and charity.9 By the year 1306, there were thirty-eight royal burghs that enjoyed special trading 
rights and eighteen non-royal ones; most of these burghs had populations in the hundreds 
instead of in the thousands.10 Conversely, the largest burghs during the late medieval period were 
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Perth, and Dundee, each of which had between five thousand and ten 
thousand inhabitants.11 This means that approximately ten percent of the Scottish population lived 
in towns during the late medieval period, and although these numbers seem small, the increasing 

Figure 2: Detail of figure 
1. Note the smooth, 

albeit worn surface of the 
written-on parchment, 
compared to the more 
textured section of the 

fold. The dotted pattern is 
created by the hair follicles 

of the animal skin. 
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population of towns facilitated the growth of their marketplaces, as well as the diversity of crafts 
that could be found within them.12 As these emerging urban centres began to demand more from 
their inhabitants, more professionalized industries began to develop.
 The parchment industry was closely tied to other animal-based industries in the late 
medieval period; thus, in the absence of significant historical evidence regarding parchmenters 
during this period, the parchment industry can be analyzed alongside more thoroughly researched 
medieval industries, such as those of butchers, tanners, and skinners. Farmers brought animals 
raised in the backlands of towns into the marketplace, where they were slaughtered, processed, 
and then distributed to specialist workers.13 Medieval burghs were essentially large slaughterhouses 
that supported a network of industries that processed hides, meats, and bones to turn them into 
saleable goods. Craftsmen who plied their trades in the marketplace, such as butchers, tanners, 
and furriers (who worked with the flesh and skins of animals), processed these animal products 
that were then sold and exported. 14 One can assume that parchmenters found their place among 
these related industries. Thus, the parchment industry can be placed within this urban context of 
professionalization. 
 As burghs and marketplaces grew in size during the late medieval period, skilled craftsmen 
began to form guilds; these were bodies of men who worked together to ensure that their businesses 
and profits were protected through the development of systems of mutual support.15 Guilds 
supported workers and their families by controlling the price and quality of commodities and 
preserving the territorial monopolies of a burgh; these measures ensured that members could work 
and trade in a profitable way.16 By the year 1400, thirteen burghs recorded the presence of guilds, 
and further into the fifteenth century there is evidence of the existence of guilds for specific crafts 
such as butchers, tanners, and furriers.17 The emergence of guilds reflects the professionalization 
of industries during the late medieval period, and although there is not any specific evidence of 
parchmenters in this context, one can assume they were most likely professionalized and situated 
within the marketplace due to their close association with other professionalized animal-based 
industries. 
 Parchment had become a sought-after commodity by the late medieval period, so historians 
can place parchment-making within the context of the late medieval urban marketplace and the 
systems of trade that would have helped to accommodate its growing demand throughout Scotland. 
This higher demand for parchment, coupled with growing Scottish towns and marketplaces, as 
well as the emergence of organizations like guilds, suggests that Scottish industries had moved 
away from the home and into a more professional sphere during this time. The Scottish parchment 
industry must be included within this trend of professionalization, which would place it outside the 
monastery and alongside other crafts like butchery, tanning, and fur trade within the marketplaces 
of growing towns.

St. Andrews and the Parchment Industry 

 The burgh of St. Andrews, located on the eastern coast of Scotland, is a suitable case study 
for analyzing the parchment industry and how it functioned within a growing town during this 
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period of governmental and educational developments. St. Andrews was a large burgh that held 
religious importance as the site of Kinrimund, the leading Pictish royal monastery in the mid-
eighth century; moreover, the town had become the seat of the chief bishopric in Scotland by the 
early tenth century.18 By the year 1452, the bishops (and later the archbishops) led their own regality 
court in St. Andrews, which held authority over secular matters that had previously been reserved 
for the Crown.19 Additionally, St. Andrews was notable for its educational developments: the 
University of St. Andrews was established in the year 1410 as the first university in Scotland, and the 
papacy authorized the teaching of theology, canon law, and civil law there by 1432.20 St. Andrews 
also had a noteworthy trading presence due to its location on the eastern coast of Scotland, which 
made it prominent in the kingdom’s wool, woolfell, and hide trades.21 Moreover, by the year 1557, 
St. Andrews displayed evidence of eight guilds, all of which would have played a part in providing 
for the demands of the town’s population.22 
 St. Andrews’ status as a major religious centre, the location of a regality court, a site of 
learning, and a trading centre meant that it had frequent visitors who all contributed to the burgh’s 
growth in the late medieval period.23 The burgh and its market became responsible for meeting the 
needs of travelers, merchants, churchmen, courts, teachers, and students, which in turn facilitated 
a greater demand for parchment. By the fifteenth century, parchmenters would have been present 
in St. Andrews to meet this demand, as monastic production would not have been able to support 
the growing parchment industry. Given the presence of other animal-based industries like tanning 
and shoemaking within the market of St. Andrews, it is highly probable that parchmenters would 
have existed in this professional environment.24

 The trends displayed in St. Andrews can also be observed in other late medieval Scottish 
burghs such as Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and Dundee, where similar institutional developments 

Figure 3: Royal charter by 
James II of Scotland to John 

Menzies conferring the barony 
of Wemyss, 1451. The 

increasing use of charters to 
legitimize agreements, especially 
in this case of monarchical will, 
indicates the growing “trust in 

writing” of the medieval period. 
University of Guelph, Archival 

& Special Collections, XS5 
MS A001 D-1.
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occurred. By the late medieval period, Scotland was beginning to function in a more professionalized 
way that required the use of writing, and therefore parchment. The development of trust in writing 
among the Scottish populace is responsible for moving parchment into the professionalized 
marketplace, as it significantly contributed to the development of a bureaucratic government and 
universities, which in turn gave rise to the growth of towns and markets that would be capable of 
providing for these new institutions. 

Conclusion

 It is evident that there is a need for more research into the Scottish parchment industry 
during the late medieval period. By identifying the specific ways that parchment was produced 
and distributed in Scotland, one can gain insight into other topics in late medieval history, such as 
the importance of charters. Medieval Scots created charters from parchment in order to express 
the written material that was such an important aspect of the religious, political, and economic 
history of late medieval Scotland. If parchment-making can truly be placed within the context of 
the medieval urban marketplace and its systems of trade, then one cannot assume that charters were 
produced in the places in which they were used, signed, or stored. This assumption in turn makes 
it difficult to locate exactly where the parchment of Scottish charters may have originated. More 
thorough research into the topic of the late medieval parchment industry is therefore necessary if 
one is to fully understand the history of Scottish charters. Understanding the ways in which the 
parchment industry transitioned from small-scale monastic production to professional production 
within the marketplace can therefore offer deeper insight into not only parchment itself but also the 
study of medieval charters. 
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The Export of Skins from 
Berwick-upon-Tweed

Kyra K. Bates

Berwick-upon-Tweed is a coastal town located in the northern county of Northumberland, England. 
During much of the Middle Ages, however, the town was part of Scotland, existing along the vague 
border separating the northern kingdom from England. Throughout this period, the town was 
regarded as Scotland’s most important trading capital.1 Famous for its local exports of salmon, 
wool, woolfells (skins with fleece attached), and hides, the town drew in merchants from all over 
medieval Europe.2 Berwick-upon-Tweed became an emporium of not only its local products, but 
also of wheat, flour, wine, and supplies from an array of foreign lands.3 Due to its commercial success, 
large population, and the riches that came from both land and sea, the town was dubbed a “second 
Alexandria” during the thirteenth century.4 Between this period and the fourteenth century, the 
town’s market reached its peak, drawing in large sums of money and turning Berwick-upon-Tweed 
into a formidable Scottish burgh.5 The town’s primary industry revolved around hides, skins, and 
woolfells, and the sale of these products contributed significantly to Scotland’s export trade during 
the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries. Skins were used for a variety of purposes during 
the Middle Ages, including the making of parchment used for charters like those in the Campbell 
of Monzie collection, and were a staple in many of the markets of Scotland, particularly that of 
Berwick-upon-Tweed.6 The following study examines the export of skins and hides from Berwick-
upon-Tweed, the impact the market had on Berwick during its peak years as trading capital of 
Scotland, and the factors that ultimately led to the town’s decline in the fifteenth century, when it 
languished under English authority. 
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 Berwick-upon-Tweed began as a small fishing village that was known for its salmon.7 One 
of the earliest recorded mentions of the town is from 872 CE, when it became a possession of the 
Pictish (and later Scottish) King Giric.8 While it was scarcely mentioned for the next two centuries, 
Berwick had grown significantly into a large and well-arranged town by the twelfth century.9 The 
town had direct sea routes to mainland Europe and Scandinavia; moreover, its strategic location 
along the English border between the larger towns of Edinburgh and Newcastle-upon-Tyne meant 
that the town drew in a large number of patrons and had virtually no real consumer competition 
during this period.10 There are few sources that directly mention the export of skins and hides 
from Scotland during the twelfth century; indeed, the Scottish Exchequer Records—which detail 
the sources of Scotland’s royal revenue and the transactions of its export industry—do not begin 
until 1264. Even though extensive records of the industry during this time do not exist, the town 
was clearly well established and had a significant political position; thus, one can assume that the 
skin and hide industry would have already been prosperous by this point. Whereas most towns in 
Scotland were engaged in feudalism or governed by charter during the twelfth century, Berwick 
was instead named one of the four original Royal Burghs of the Kingdom.11 Royal Burghs were 
created when the Scottish king gifted land directly to a burgh, allowing it to be governed by its own 
council and develop its own customs, an indication of its power and importance.12 Additionally, 
King David I (r. 1124-1153) commissioned Berwick Castle during his reign, and for the next two 
hundred years the town became an important residence for Scottish royalty.13 However, although 
the location of the town was advantageous for exporting and trading, its proximity to England 
and placement within the undefined territory between the two kingdoms made it subject to 
immense political turmoil from the end of the twelfth century until its decline in the fifteenth.  

Figure 1: Precept of Sasine from Duncan Campbell of Loch Awe to Colin Campbell, 1432, 
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections, XS5 MS A001 MS-4.
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 During the thirteenth century, Norse explorers and traders documented that Berwick-
upon-Tweed had many ships and more foreign commerce than any port of Scotland at that time.14 
Berwick reached the highest point of its prosperity near the end of the reign of Alexander III (r. 
1249-1286).15 The new wealth of the city was fueled by the export trade, which consisted mainly of 
wool, woolfells, and hides.16 From the twelfth century onwards, Europeans used hides and skins for 
parchment, clothes, books, bindings, pouches, saddles, instruments, bows and quivers, bags, aprons, 
shoes, belts, coats, and more.17 As more uses for skins were developed, consumer demand increased 
exponentially.18 Many of the records thoroughly detailing the structure of the commercial industry 
of Scotland begin in the late fifteenth century.19 Prior to this period, the only surviving records of 
these types of transactions are found in the Exchequer Rolls of Scotland, which cover the years 1264 
to 1600. These records consist of taxations, land rents, judiciary and sheriff-imposed fines, customs 
on merchandise, and many other dues collected by the Crown.20 The most important volume of the 
Exchequer Rolls to this study is the very first, which covered the accounts for the years between 
1264 and 1359. In the thirteenth century, Berwick was paying customs to the Scottish Exchequer 
for around £2,190 annually; at the time, this amount was equal to about a quarter of the entire 
customs of England.21 Such numbers demonstrate just how successful commerce was in Berwick at 
this point and suggest that the amount of money merchants were making in the town was highly 
favourable. 
 As an added challenge for the medieval Scottish historian, there are not many thirteenth-
century records pertaining to the intricate process of obtaining and exporting skins and hides 
in Scotland, even with the industry being well developed by this time. Entries in the Exchequer 
Records detail taxes that merchants and owners paid on their products, such as skins and hides; 
they do not, however, detail where the hides originated from, who bought them, where they went 

Figure 2: Reverse of figure 1, an example of a charter written on parchment.
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afterwards, and what was eventually done with them. Other industry records from the thirteenth 
century do help give a general idea of this process, but like with many other topics in medieval 
history, there are blanks to be filled. The town’s advantageous position meant that it was close to 
many other major ports, and thus the shipping of skins and hides from Berwick to other places in 
medieval Europe was highly likely. Many of the records mention a large colony of Flemings residing 
in Berwick who—along with the Scots—sent skins and hides to Flanders and Bruges.22 
 While sheepskins and cattle hides could have been produced and delivered from anywhere 
in Scotland, certain records indicate that most of them—or at least a major quantity—would have 
been brought to market from the monasteries of medieval Scotland. Indeed, the export of skins and 
hides in Berwick-upon-Tweed flourished with the help of the monasteries of Melrose, Dryburgh, 
Jedburgh, and Kelso. These abbeys were conveniently located along the Tweed River, which made 
transporting goods to the town’s centre fairly easy.23 The abbeys were known for having large numbers 
of sheep and cattle during this time, and though specific records pertaining to the slaughtering and 
skinning of these animals for the market at Berwick do not remain, existing records do show that 
many successful Berwick merchants granted land that was located in or around the town to the 
Church. Indeed, contemporaries wrote that there was hardly an abbey in Scotland that did not 
have land within the burgh during the thirteenth century.24 Though this connection is not entirely 
clear, it is easy to assume that given the abbeys’ large quantities of animals and the fact that they 
were monetarily supported by Berwick merchants, some sort of exchange of goods was occurring 
here. There are also records of quotas of skins and hides arriving in Berwick from the surrounding 
earldom of Northumbria during the thirteenth century.25 
 While Berwick-upon-Tweed took off as a centre of trade and export during the early 
thirteenth century, its economic decline began later that very century. Prior to and during the 
reign of King Alexander III, Scotland and England lived in relative peace with one another; the 
two kingdoms established advantageous marriages between their royal families and ceased 
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making demands from one another. Indeed, they began regarding the border area between the 
two kingdoms (where Berwick was located) as debatable land instead of claiming that it belonged 
to one or the other.26 Though Berwick had already experienced its fair share of political turmoil by 
this time—having already switched kingdoms twice—it was during this period that the changing of 
hands began to have financial consequences.27 There was no clear heir to the Scottish throne when 
Alexander III died in 1286. In order to select a new candidate for the position, King Edward I of 
England (r. 1272-1307) was brought to Berwick Castle to preside over the proceedings, which were 
to choose between John Balliol, Lord of Galloway, and Robert the Bruce, fifth lord of Annandale. 
Balliol was chosen to be king, but part of the condition of his appointment was swearing fealty 
to the King of England and therefore acting as a vassal king.28 While this arrangement was not 
detrimental to Scotland initially, it had long-term effects that reverberated through Berwick for the 
next two centuries. Edward quickly became envious of the prosperity of the town and had a keen 
interest in the castles along the border between the kingdoms.29 Furthermore, Edward saw reason 
to seize goods and ships from Berwick and other surrounding towns, as during this time Scotland 
had signed an offensive-defensive treaty with the Kingdom of France, which was currently at war 
with England.30 The town’s ideal placement within the Debatable Lands allowed it to become a 
centre of focus during the Wars of Scottish Independence, which took place between 1296 and 
1357.31 Edward took over the city in 1296, and it was not returned to Scotland until it was retaken 
by Robert the Bruce (crowned King Robert I, r. 1306-1329) in 1314.32 For the next two centuries, the 
town continued to switch between Scottish and English rule, a factor that greatly affected taxation 
rates within the town as well as its ability to ship and export skins and hides. 
 The entries in the Exchequer Rolls for the first half of the fourteenth century show that, while 
there were around ninety exporters and a great deal of merchants living and working in Berwick 
during this period, the prolific economy of the town was dominated by a small group.33 An example 
of this control is demonstrated by the mentions of Malcolmus Flemyng; he appears numerous times 
throughout the first volume, with many records referencing customs and sums he paid for the sale of 
woolfells and hides at Berwick and other towns across Scotland. One reference details that Flemyng 
paid a total of  £9, 12s. and 3d. to the comptroller—an official who documented and supervised the 
government accounts—for 425 woolfells sold through accounts at Berwick and Clackmannan.34 
Though the entries in the Exchequer Rolls can be elusive, this case demonstrates how they can fill 
in some of the blanks regarding the size of the woolfell and hide industry in medieval Scotland 
and the potential sum that these products brought in when exported from Berwick-upon-Tweed. 
Another record mentions one Sir Alexander de Seton, who is described as an officer of Berwick 
but who most likely acted as the comptroller for some years. He is documented as having collected 
£531, 11s. and 6½d. between 1329 and 1330 in Berwick alone for the customs on wool, woolfells, 
and hides.35 Based on these figures, Berwick could have seen around fifteen thousand hides pass 
through its market for the year of 1330 alone. These are just two examples of such records, but the 
entire volume is filled with similar documents, revealing the incredible quantity of skins, hides, and 
woolfells being sold in Berwick and Scotland during this time. 
 Throughout the fourteenth century, Berwick-upon-Tweed continued to be a significant 
contributor to the European wool and leather trades, actively participating in the continental cloth 
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industry even during the political turmoil between 1311 and 1373.36 Records show that woolfells 
from Berwick comprised approximately half of Scottish exports during this period, with cattle 
hides from the region making up around one-fifth.37 England had effectively decimated much of 
its wildlife population by the fourteenth century, so it was incredibly common for merchants and 
skinners from areas such as London to purchase these products from northern ports like Berwick.38 
Aside from sheep and cattle skins, there are also records detailing the purchase of skins from foxes, 
squirrels, deer, martens, hares, lambs, goats, and rabbits.39 During the reign of Edward III (r. 1327-
1377) in England, the skin and hide trade is mentioned on almost every page of the Exchequer 
Rolls, with a large number of entries pertaining to Berwick.40 At this point, the Scottish export 
industry was still heavily supported by Flemings in Berwick, and a large quantity of skins were 
exported to Bruges and Calais.41 
 After conquering Scotland in 1333, Edward III promised the burgesses of Berwick that he 
would allow the exportation of wool and skins under the same tax they had under King Alexander 
I (r. 1107-1124) in the twelfth century. This was an appealing offer, as it was equivalent to one 
quarter of the taxes levied in English ports at the time, although it only lasted three years. Though 
it was illegal to transport and smuggle goods in this manner, around 27d. could be saved in fees 
between seller and exporter; the savings were too good for many to pass up.42 As the town was 
now under English authority but still formally considered a Scottish town, the English government 
came to resent that these changes were helping the Scottish market prosper at a greater rate than 
their market. The quantity of skins and hides customed in Berwick became excessive, and Edward’s 
solution was to shut the port down in 1336. As the town had long been a place of conflict during the 
Wars of Independence, it was already suffering financially; thus, the closure completely crippled the 
city, forcing many merchants to go elsewhere and causing much of the population to leave.43 Due 
to a petition sent to the English king from Berwick citizens and merchants, the ban was lifted after 
two years and exportation was revived under the same conditions as before, but not without more 
English supervision and interference.44 
 During the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, the damages accumulated in 
Berwick during the wars were repaired at the expense of the burgesses of Berwick. In order to cover 
this cost, extra taxes were added onto certain products to generate funds; this measure included 
an additional 40d. for every 300 woolfells, and an extra 80d. on every 200 hides.45 Additionally, 
foreign trade was negatively affected by these charges, as merchants coming from other lands were 
subjected to double taxation on their products. Exports were also forcibly sent to foreign places—
such as Calais—in order to benefit the kings of England and bring in stronger profits to fund their 
wars during this time.46 Overall, these conditions were not ideal for prospering trade. Despite these 
developments, the town continued to uphold its skin and hide export industry until the middle of 
the fifteenth century, but in the end, its development into an English tax haven essentially caused it 
to become a “commercial backwater.”47

 Berwick-upon-Tweed was captured for the last time by the English in 1482, having by this 
point switched kingdoms thirteen times.48 From then on, the town was securely in the hands of 
the English and effectively lost its position as a strong trading centre.49 By the tenth volume of 
the Exchequer Rolls—which covered the years 1487 to 1496—mentions of Berwick-upon-Tweed 
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within the records had begun to fade out. Any references to the town in this volume and those that 
followed it only detailed the sheriffs’ accounts, mentions of the maintenance of Berwick Castle, and 
records pertaining to North Berwick (another city located just east of Edinburgh).50 The decline in 
mentions of the town demonstrates not only the effect of English rule on Berwick, but the overall 
reduction of the hide industry in the region. There is no clear reason why the export industry 
of Berwick was effectively abandoned, but given the taxations put in place during the fourteenth 
century and the fact that England had already established its own successful ports by this time, 
it makes sense that the town had become economically irrelevant by the fifteenth century. It has 
since remained under English rule, but many who have lived in the town—both during the period 
examined here and even during the present day—have felt a strong allegiance to Scotland, and 
many have even considered Berwick as possessing its own nationality.51 
 While records detailing where skins went after leaving ports such as Berwick and what was 
eventually done with them are sparse, some sources covering the book-making industry both in 
Scotland and Europe can help inform historians about the kinds of products that Scottish skins 
would have produced. In 1345, Richard de Bury—the Prior of Durham Cathedral in England—
wrote of Durham’s association with various English stationers and booksellers, as well as those 
from “Franciæ, Teutoniæ, et Italiæ.”52 Additionally, he spoke of exchanges between Durham and 
Scottish monasteries, implying that they could have been working together in the process of creating 

Figure 4, above: Illustration of a parchmenter 
preparing the surface of the parchment with a 
lunellum. Portrayed in figure 5, right, a self-
representation of the Michaelsberg Scriptorium, 
with steps of book production in ten medallions. 
Opera varia mit sogenanntem Bamberger 
Schreiberbild, fol.1r, c.1150. Staatsbibliothek 
Bamberg, Msc.Patr.5. Photo: Gerald Raab. 
Licensed CC BY-SA 4.0.
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parchment and books.53 Given that the wildlife population of England was greatly reduced by this 
time and that high amounts of skins were being brought into the country from Scotland, it is likely 
that hides from Scotland played a large role in this process.54 Additionally, given the prosperity of 
the town and its commercial success during the time in which the Campbell of Monzie charters were 
created (between c. 1332 and 1585), there could very well be a chance that some of the parchment 
used for the charters was from Berwick or the Tweed Valley. Given the prosperity of the woolfell 
and skin export industry during this period in Scotland—as well as the presence of sheep and cattle 
at Scottish monasteries such as Kelso, Melrose, Jedburgh, and Dryburgh—it is unlikely that the 
parchment used to make the charters would have been imported. 
 While continuous research on the Campbell of Monzie charters, the skin industry, and 
the creation of parchment is filling in the blanks regarding such topics, these questions cannot be 
fully answered at this time. Biocodicology—the process of determining what kinds of animals were 
used to make medieval parchment—can help this discussion further.55 Studies have shown that it 
is also possible to learn which section of the animal was used to make the parchment, as well as 
from what region the animal came.56 More information about this particular section of the industry 
could greatly impact our understanding of Berwick-upon-Tweed as a major centre of export and 
significantly help us learn how the exportation of hides and skins from the town truly impacted 
industry and society during the Middle Ages.
 Even though Berwick-upon-Tweed is scarcely mentioned in history books, the town was 
a critical component of the Scottish skin and hide export industry for over two hundred years. 
Made successful by its strategic placement along the east coast of Scotland, the town was able to 
formulate strong trading connections with towns all over medieval Europe. Prevailing through 
numerous attacks and no fewer than thirteen changes in authority, the port flourished before 
eventually declining near the end of the fourteenth century when the export markets focused their 
sights on other developed ports in England and elsewhere in mainland Europe. While the direct 
impact of Berwick-upon-Tweed on the hide industry of medieval Europe has yet to be determined, 
the records that remain clearly demonstrate the strength and importance of the town from 1100 to 
1500.
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Sealed in the Past
An Examination of the Uses and Characteristics of 

Wax Seals in Medieval Scotland
Julia A. Cole

Charters are a vital source of information for historians in the study of medieval Scotland. Though 
such historians typically rely on the text of these charters, wax seals also hold a great deal of 
information to be studied. A seal can be defined as an authenticating instrument for documents 
and records. Medieval Scots used seals to confer the authority of a sigillant—the person whose 
will was represented by the seal—over the contents of a document (such as a land grant, transfer 
of property, donation, or will) and thereby, to accord it legitimacy.1 They created wax seals with 
matrices (implements that formed the impression in the wax) and commonly personalized such 
seals to suit a family or individual. Regarding the physical characteristics of seals, the front and 
back are called the obverse and reverse, respectively. The stylistic elements of seals made use of 
traditional imagery in some cases, and in others they were meant to intimidate or confer high status 
to the sigillant. Additionally, the use of seals differed according to social class in medieval Scotland, 
with monarchs, the nobility, clergy, and commoners utilizing them for different purposes. The 
various applications of seals are considered herein to determine how seal usage differed between 
these social classes. This study discusses the Campbell of Monzie charters—which are housed in 
Archival & Special Collections at the University of Guelph—in particular, as they exemplify many 
facets of charter use during this period of Scottish history. The rise in the popularity of seals in 
Scotland, the many uses of seals, and the physical characteristics of seals are extremely relevant to 
the study of medieval Scotland.
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The Rise of the Seal

 Though the sealing of documents has ancient origins, the use of wax seals did not gain 
widespread popularity in Northwestern Europe until the eleventh century.2 The English king Edward 
the Confessor (r. 1042-1066) used wax seals for judicial and administrative processes during his 
reign, and this practice was gradually copied by subsequent English and then Scottish monarchs and 
elites.3 Indeed, legitimacy was one of the key reasons why Scottish kings took up written documents 
and sealing practices. These monarchs displayed documents like charters in regions where the 
authority of the king was contested.4 For example, David I (r. 1124-1153) adorned royal charters 
with his seal as part of his effort to extend royal dominion over the northern and western highlands; 
additionally, coins with matching imagery were also used to reinforce association with and loyalty 
to the king.5 Alexander I (r. 1107-1124) was the first Scottish monarch to use the double-sided seal 
with the image of the King in Majesty (a king atop a throne), which was subsequently emulated by 
kings of Scots throughout the twelfth century.6

 Among the broader Scottish population, charters and wax seals were initially used to 
communicate a person’s intentions upon their death, ensuring that their donations, inheritors, 
and other arrangements remained true to their wishes; such practices were again largely inherited 

from England.7 European aristocrats also often 
used seals to denote a family or individual’s status 
and identity. Though Scottish elites took some time 
to adopt this idea, the use of the seal as a symbolic 
representation of a person or kin group was quickly 
popularized once they had infused their own 
regional and familial traditions and ideas into the 
practice.8 Additionally, the use of seals in business 
transactions and records first occurred in Scotland 
during the thirteenth century.9 These trends were 
part of a larger shift in European culture towards 
a “literate mentality.”10 Those who had not yet 
adopted a seal or who did not hold confidence in 
the legitimating powers of their seal often relied 
on the seals of a powerful patron or neighbour to 
legitimate their documents.11 
 However, it should be noted that European 
peoples did not develop what historian Cynthia 
J Neville has described as a “trust in writing” 
overnight. It took many years and a synthesis of 
pre-literate habits and new writing and sealing 
technologies to gain this trust.12 Particularly during 
the high medieval period, people only used wax 
seals and charters to reinforce verbal agreements 

Figure 1: Seal of the Charter of Duncan, Earl 
of Fife, Granting Land in Qwylet to Lord 
Robert de Erskine, c.1343-4. University of 
Guelph, Archival & Special Collections, XS1 
MS A313.
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and records, thereby supplementing traditional practices.13 Until written documents and seals 
gained popularity following their adoption by monarchs, most official transactions relied more on 
ceremonies that involved oaths and symbolic objects to relay legitimacy.14

 The proliferation of written charters and wax seals in Scotland brought about the rise of 
recordkeeping and archiving. The reformed religious houses were at the forefront of this trend, as 
they created extensive archives in which to store the many charters that outlined their holdings, 
donations, and quitclaims.15 It was essential that monastic institutions kept a clear and organized 
record of their landholdings—including gifts, rents, and donations—as they relied heavily on these 
incomes and often faced legal challenges to their legitimacy.16 Furthermore, disputes over the 
ownership of land or the owing of rents were often instigated once the original donor had passed 
away, and monasteries relied on charters as documentary proof in the event of such disputes.17 
By the late thirteenth century, however, written documents had become the most reliable form 
of evidence and were extremely hard to contest in the Scottish courts.18 The legitimacy that seals 
provided documents was vital to their standing in court. It was only a matter of time until the 
general population adopted written documents and embedded these charters into ceremonial 
traditions of everyday life from the mid-thirteenth century onwards.19 
 Historian Elizabeth A. New has noted that sigillography (the study of wax seals) remains 
closely focused on the seals of elites, nobility, and royals.20 This trend is not entirely a result of the 
interests of historians; the seals of elites generally had a better chance of surviving in good condition 
to the modern day.21 Though the practice of sealing may have been more common amongst the 
wealthy and notable, it was certainly not socially or legally restricted to this class of Scottish society.22 
Indeed, in Scotland during the early period of seal adoption, men of considerably insignificant status 

Figure 2: Additional Scottish seals in the University of 
Guelph Archival & Special Collections, XS5 MS A002. 
Left to right: Seal from Instrument of Sasine, 1542; Seal 

from Precept of Resignation by William Sinclair, 1574.
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took up the practice of sealing alongside magnates and other elites.23 Additionally, though sealing 
could be used for serious legal transactions such as validating a will, people also often used seals 
for simple tasks such as securing closed boxes.24 The ownership, usage, and manufacture of seals 
represents a part of medieval life in which Scots from most social groups could participate more 
or less as equals. For instance, women were not excluded from obtaining, using, and even making 
matrices for wax seals.25 Though the majority of the limited scholarship on sealing—and especially 
sealing in Scotland—relies on examples from elite social groups, it is important to recognize the 
role that sealing played in the everyday lives of regular Scottish people. 
 In Scottish sealing practices, women played a vital and interesting role that helps historians 
paint a picture of what life was like in medieval Scotland. Women—either acting independently or 
with their husbands—were generous donors of land and other resources to monastic institutions; 
this practice was a common way of ensuring spiritual salvation for family members, both living and 
deceased.26 Cynthia J Neville has suggested that women played a more prominent role as property 
owners in medieval Scotland than in England, and surviving Scottish seals from these women are 
vital to the understanding of this phenomenon.27 It is important to note that since Scottish kings 
were often preoccupied with the defence of their position with the help of male landholders in the 
military, women were often forced to manage landholdings on behalf of their kin and husbands.28 
Traditions surrounding kin and inheritance in Scotland also differed from those of their English 
neighbours. Scottish women were major figures in protecting and maintaining family identity, and 
in some cases their husbands took on their name and familial associations when the maternal family 
held higher status or wealth.29 Because women made up a larger portion of the literate community in 
medieval Scotland compared to England, they integrated more easily into new charter traditions.30 
Early Scottish charters give historians a glimpse of how women acted with agency—independently, 
in many cases—and made significant social contributions.31 However, there remained barriers to 
acting without the support of male kin; indeed, in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, it was not 
uncommon for women to legitimate documents with the seal of a male kinsman or neighbour, 
even if she had her own seal.32 The study of women’s seals is thus a vital aspect of understanding the 
actions of women in medieval Scottish history. 
 Seals gained popularity as an essential fixture to charters as they rose in use and importance 
from the twelfth century onwards. In Scotland, what had begun as a tool of legitimacy and symbolism 
primarily for royals and the high nobility had transitioned to a common and essential adornment 
for a high volume of written documents. It is notable that some groups were slow to follow the 
example of royals and adopt seals, such as the traditional Gaelic magnates of the Highlands, who 
asserted considerable control over much of Scotland in the early medieval period.33 Amongst most 
of the Scottish population, however, seals had become extremely popular by the mid-fourteenth 
century.34

Physical Characteristics

 Beeswax was the primary component of historical wax seals until the early sixteenth 
century when resin-based mixtures began to rise in popularity, as they produced hardier wax 
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seals.35 Early wax seals often display a high degree of embrittlement, meaning they have sustained 
damage, wear, and discolouration, in many cases.36 As wax seals harden over time due to a loss of 
unsaturated compounds, they become brittle, which has negative implications for the survival of 
historical examples.37 This damage is evident in many samples of Scottish medieval seals, which are 
frequently missing large fragments and show signs of discolouration in the wax and major wear and 
tear overall. 
 Red wax was a popular choice in Russia and Western Europe during the medieval period; 
this trend was a result of the shift in preference from uncoloured wax to dyed wax that took place 
during the twelfth century.38 According to trends from the abovementioned regions, historians 
have ascertained that red wax seals were typically made from a mixture of beeswax, resin, cinnabar, 
and red lead.39 Historians also believe that either cinnabar or red lead were the most common dyes 
used in red wax seals, though it is possible that other materials were substituted based on regional 
availability.40 Waxes ranged in colour from red to black, brown, gold, green, or plain; however, it 
should be noted that seals that were originally dyed a certain colour often ended up appearing 
brown after many years.41 It is likely that dyed seals were adopted based on the available materials 
and how much expense a family could afford.
 Seals commonly featured a written attribution called a legend, which generally encircled 
the inner image along the perimeter. It was extremely common for sigillants to begin the text 
with “sigillum”—which means “the seal of ”—in order to identify that the seal belonged to them.42 

Figure 3: Seal of Charter from Duncan Campbell of 
Lochawe to Colin Campbell, His Son, 1432. University 
of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections, XS1 MS 
A001 Doc 15-2.

As this practice became common, however, 
some sigillants began shortening the term until 
only a cross was used at the beginning of their 
identifying text.43 In England, seals were one 
of the primary forms of projecting symbolic 
images.44 Therefore, it was common for people 
to choose seals that were similar to or contained 
elements of their father’s seal or the seal of 
another powerful ancestor; this was a tradition 
that honoured heraldic emblems that signified 
a specific kin group.45 Conversely, some people 
changed their seals a number of times throughout 
their lives, often to indicate a change in position 
or circumstance.46 
 The symbolism found in the images 
on Scottish seals has captured the interest of 
historians and the public alike, and an analysis 
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Figures 4 and 5: Seal of King James V, affixed to a parchment tongue. Obverse of seal (top), 
depicting the King in Majesty motif; reverse of seal (bottom), depicting the king on horseback. 
Folded charter with seal of King James V confirming the barony of Pentland to William Sinclair 
(d. 1602), 1432. University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections, XS5 MS A002 1542.

of these images can reveal interesting themes and 
trends. As in the case of clothing and jewelry, 
seals, too, followed the whims of the wealthy, and 
archives show the extent of the choices available 
to those designing their seals during the medieval 
period. For example, landowning Scottish 
sigillants preferred to use finely crafted gems to 
make an imprint rather than a traditional matrix 
in certain instances.47 Additionally, young people 
often modelled their seals after those of their 
family members, but they could alternatively 
draw on symbols that they felt represented them 
personally. Common symbols included a knight 
on horseback, a King in Majesty, and various 
religious images and figures. Furthermore, 
sigillants could choose to form a double-sided 
matrix to make impressions on both the obverse 
and reverse of seals, or simply leave the back of 
the seal plain. 
 Sealing practices varied and are often 
difficult to determine through historical analysis, 
but it is generally believed that the sigillant 
participated in the sealing process in some way 
(for example, by removing the matrix from the 
wax).48 Wax seals often preserved a fingerprint 
or the transverse crease of a palm, revealing to 
historians how seals were poured and formed.49 
In the process of attaching the seal to its 
corresponding document, the sigillant could 
have melted and formed the seal directly onto 
the document, attached it to a parchment tag or 
tongue, or attached it to a silk or leather cord. 
Often multiple seals were attached to a document 
if a single seal did not carry enough legitimacy or 
authority. 
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Campbell of Monzie Charter Seals

 The Campbell of Monzie charter collection is a series of documents mainly from fifteenth- 
and sixteenth-century Scotland.50 The charters emerged during a notably chaotic period of Scottish 
history. The earliest charters—which date from the fourteenth century—were created during the 
Wars of Scottish Independence and the Hundred Years’ War.51 The second portion of the charters—
which spanned the fifteenth century—coincided with the aftermath of the Black Death. As a result 
of the immense loss of population during the plague years, Scotland experienced rising labour 
costs, plummeting land rents, and high levels of Crown debt. These developments pushed Scotland 
into political instability, which had negative implications for trade and industry.52 Furthermore, 
the Scottish Crown was relatively weak during this period, as it was often in a royal minority and 
lacked loyalty from powerful nobles.53 However, this instability also led to a large amount of land 
redistribution, which resulted in a high volume of land charters and confirmations, such as those in 
the Campbell of Monzie collection. These charters are useful for historians exploring the loyalties 
of the influential Campbell clan, religious change and tension during the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, as well as the Wars of Independence and periods of internal conflict in Scotland.
 More specifically, the seals of the Campbell of Monzie charter collection greatly contribute 
towards an understanding of these themes. However, given the age of the collection, many of the 
seals are extremely damaged or missing altogether. Some of the seals shed light on the purpose 
of their charters, even if they only retain small fragments of wax. The majority of the seals are 
coloured red or formed from uncoloured wax. The wax seal that has best survived is from charter 
15-2, a land grant from Duncan Campbell of Loch Awe to his son, Colin Campbell. Duncan was the 
first Lord Campbell of Loch Awe, and Colin was the eldest son of his second marriage.54 Duncan 
Campbell was an influential lord, said to have travelled to Rome many times and to have been a 
Knight of Rhodes. Colin also appears to have been notable: he built the castle at Glen Orchy and 
took part in apprehending one or more of the murderers of King James I (r. 1406-1436).55 Charter 
15-2 was used to grant Colin Campbell the lands of Glen Orchy and others.56 The symbolism on the 
small, round, red seal from this charter includes a shield as well as an animal. Around the perimeter 
of the seal, the writing likely identifies the holder of the seal, Duncan Campbell. If the seal is to 
match other Campbell family imagery, the animals are likely two deer with large antlers on either 
side of a warthog or wild boar.57 All of the seals in this collection were attached to parchment tags, 
which remain attached to the charters even if their seals have not survived. The fragments of wax 
seals that do remain on the parchment tags suggest that the Campbells of Monzie preferred red wax 
for their seals. 
 The obverse of the seal of King James V of Scotland (Figure 4) is a prime example of the 
image of a King in Majesty, which can be seen despite the wear. The crowned, seated king holds a 
royal sceptre and has shields on either side of him. On the reverse (Figure 5), a knight on horseback 
rides holding a sword. Even though time has worn these images down, it is clear that the original 
seal had intricate detailing, notably on the throne, the horse’s armor, and the knight’s shield. Again, 
the writing around the perimeter of the seal identifies the owner of the seal. However, this writing is 
hard to read, as the edges of the seal have worn badly over time. It is apparent that the natural wax 
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of this seal was not coloured, in contrast to the red seal of Duncan Campbell.
 Evidenced by the date of the seal and imagery, this is the seal of King James V of Scotland 
(r.1513-1542). The imagery of the seal matches with other known versions of the seal of James V,
though he had more than one seal design during his reign.58 James V first came to power in a royal 
minority under the direction of his stepfather, Archibald Douglas, sixth Earl of Angus, and began 
his personal rule in June 1528.59 This particular seal dates to 25 August 1542, which was during the 
final year of the reign of James V (he died on 14 December of that year).60 It is notable that James 
V’s seal shares much of its imagery with the seals of other Scottish monarchs, especially the seals 
of John Balliol (r. 1292-1296), Edward Balliol (r. 1332-1356), Robert II (r. 1371-1390), and his 
predecessor, James II (r. 1437-1460).61

 Sigillants often utilized symbols to portray something about themselves. If the seal showed 
a man with an orb or mound in their hand, for example, it symbolized royal sovereignty; the orb 
was typically adorned with a cross to signify that the ruler was Christian.62 Seals that displayed a 
man holding a sword by the blade, with the handle resting on his knee—such as the one pictured 
in Figure 5—were typically used to indicate that the sigillant asserted their authority over their 
territory and that they would defend it.63 Additionally, a knight atop a galloping horse was used 
to symbolize the sigillant in their military capacity.64 Moreover, if a seal included a shield in its 
imagery, the shield was often used to display heraldry. For example, a Scottish king would have 
detailed his shield with royal heraldry.65 

Conclusions

 This paper has shed light on the topic of seals in medieval Scotland. Through analyzing 
Scottish seals in general—and particularly those of the University of Guelph’s Scottish Charter 
collection—this paper has examined the rise of the wax seal during the Middle Ages, the uses of 
the seal, the physical aspects of wax seals, and the ways in which these artefacts can serve historians. 
With a wealth of charters and their seals preserved in medieval Scottish archives, understanding this 
type of artefact is essential to the study of Scottish history. Furthermore, this analysis has shed light 
on the wider trends of literacy in medieval Europe, as well as the consolidation of royal power in 
Scotland. However, this study has merely scratched the surface of what is a fascinating and important 
topic.  More scholarship is required to better understand the uses of seals by common Scottish 
people, a topic that could further develop understanding of social and legal traditions in medieval 
Scotland beyond the lives of elites and monarchs. 
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St. Cuthbert’s Charters
Durham Cathedral and the Anglo-Scottish Border

Henrique Silva Paiane

Behind the magnificent façade of the eleventh-century, Norman-built Durham Cathedral in 
northeast England lies an equally impressive history of faith and power. The seat of the Bishopric 
of Durham and the Church of St. Cuthbert, the cathedral governed the territory known as County 
Durham for almost eight hundred years. The cathedral also housed a Benedictine priory which had 
many daughter houses throughout Britain that played an important political and religious role in 
the border region of England and Scotland during the Middle Ages. But perhaps more impressive 
than the building itself or the bishopric’s former power are the cathedral’s archives, which have 
kept its history alive in one of England’s largest and most well-preserved collections of medieval 
charters. Durham’s charters show the all-encompassing influence of faith over medieval borders, 
and how that faith was both defended and exploited as it intermixed with political power. The 
figure of St. Cuthbert gave Durham its power, wealth, and prestige and allowed the bishopric to 
maintain such things even when political borders were drawn over his lands. 
 While written documents are the norm in the modern age and are essential for every legal 
agreement, this was not the case in the largely illiterate world of early medieval Scotland. In such 
oral societies, the spoken word held the most value, but this value gradually shifted to the written 
word in Scotland in a lengthy process that took place between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries.1 
Charters became more and more common over the course of these centuries, as Scots began to 
utilize them to record grants, quitclaims, transactions, orders, and other types of agreements. The 
Catholic Church, however, had preserved the Roman tradition of writing and recordkeeping even 
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when it fell out of use in secular society; indeed, churchmen placed great value on written documents 
throughout the medieval period. As a result, Durham Cathedral and its monasteries accumulated 
a vast number of charters and other documents pertaining to all the lands and benefits people had 
granted to the cathedral over the centuries.2 These records proved useful in case of judicial disputes, 
as evidenced by the numerous charters that inspected and confirmed benefits from earlier charters. 
However, the charters’ value is not limited to their original legal purpose, and today they are an 
important source of information for historians that present a window into a bygone era. Using the 
charters found in the Durham Cathedral Archives (which are housed at Durham University and 
can be accessed digitally), scholars can trace important developments in the priory’s history, such 
as its establishment of daughter houses, its acquisition of lands, and its relationship with England 
and Scotland. 
 The history of Durham Cathedral dates from the end of the tenth century, when the former 
community of the Lindisfarne monastery settled in Durham. Lindisfarne was a monastery on 
Holy Island on the Northumbrian coast that was built in the seventh century, famous for being 
the resting place of St. Cuthbert. Lindisfarne is perhaps better known today for being the victim 
of the first documented Viking attack on a monastery in 793 CE; the frequent raids that followed 
this attack resulted in the Lindisfarne community abandoning the island in 875 and taking the 
body of St. Cuthbert with them. After a period of migration throughout northern England, the 
community settled in Durham in 995, where they established a shrine to St. Cuthbert and the 
episcopal see that is still present there today.3 A Benedictine monastery was founded there in 1083 
to replace its original community, and, with support from the Normans, the Benedictines began the 
construction of Durham Cathedral in 1093.4 

Figure 1: Detail, font of Royal charter of James I confirming a land grant from Duncan 
Campbell of Loch Awe to Colin Campbell, 1432. Note the looping, tightly written handwriting 
of this charter. Known as “contracted court hand,” this was relatively standard among medieval 

Scottish charters. University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections, XS5 MS A001 15-1.
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 To understand Durham’s significance to Britain during the Middle Ages, one must 
understand its association with St. Cuthbert and the huge influence that his cult held over northern 
England and southern Scotland. St. Cuthbert was a seventh-century monk who began his monastic 
life at the Scottish monastery of Melrose, later joining Lindisfarne and eventually becoming a 
bishop there.5 By the end of the seventh century, Cuthbert was already venerated as a saint, and 
his reputation only increased over the next few centuries as his incorrupt body was carried by his 
followers to Durham and placed in a shrine.6 St. Cuthbert became a unifying factor throughout 
the borderland region and was arguably the most prominent saint in the area between the river 
Humber and the Firth of Forth.7 During the Middle Ages, the veneration of saints was an important 
part of religious life, with their “relics” (usually their bodily remains) understood to have the power 
to intercede in worldly affairs.8 Durham thus profited greatly from the possession of St. Cuthbert’s 
body, as it received grants and donations from both English and Scottish lords of the region who 
sought the saint’s blessing.9 His importance was such that the priory of Durham became known as 
the “Church of St. Cuthbert,” while the region and its people became known as “the people of the 
saint,” or Haliwerfolc in Old English.10 Most charters in Durham list the “Church of St. Cuthbert” 
as the beneficiary, and many charters issued by their bishops in the twelfth century used the term 
Haliwerfolc when referring to their people and land.11 With the cult of St. Cuthbert’s centre and 
shrine located in its cathedral, Durham possessed great spiritual power over the border region 
during the Middle Ages, which served as a foundation for its temporal power within the Kingdom 
of England.12 
 Durham Cathedral was and still is the seat of the diocese of Durham, which comprised 
the territory between the rivers Tyne and Tees in northern England. In addition to religious 
authority, its bishop had honourial and 
seigneurial authority within that area; this type 
of arrangement was known as a “liberty.”13 In 
this way, the Bishop of Durham had the power 
of both a bishop and a baron, and thus enjoyed 
a high degree of autonomy from the English 
Crown. This freedom also came with the duties 
of a lordship, as the Bishop of Durham was 
expected to participate in the defence of the 
kingdom, especially given its position near 

Figure 2: Charter of Ranulf de Bonkil, for the 
souls of his father and mother and the salvation of 
the souls of himself, his wife and all his parents, 
granting and confirming to God and St Cuthbert and 
the monks of Coldingham the land in the territory of 
Ederham lying next to Edere, and called Toddehalch, 
in free, pure and perpetual alms. Durham Cathedral 
Archives, DCD Misc.Ch.720. Reproduced by kind 
permission of the Chapter of Durham Cathedral.
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the border with Scotland.14 The immense prestige of St. Cuthbert, however, enabled Durham to 
exert its influence outside of its official jurisdiction and over all of the territory that venerated the 
saint, which included southeastern Scotland. As a testament to their autonomy and influence over 
the border region, the bishops of Durham were closely monitored by the English monarchs who 
appointed them. Said monarchs typically selected trusted members of the court for the position, 
and the great majority of those selected were from far away and thus did not have vested interests 
in the region.15 Durham can thus be regarded as an important political and religious entity in the 
border territory between England and Scotland that played a significant role in the history of the 
region during the Middle Ages.
 The influence of the Durham priory on both sides of the English-Scottish border also 
provides historians with a glimpse into the importance of Catholicism and monasteries in medieval 
society. The Catholic Church was an integral part of people’s lives during the Middle Ages, as it 
was expected to provide salvation and guidance for the population. The Priory of Durham and its 
daughter houses performed an important part of this duty: the priors’ characteristics of seclusion, 
community life, and complete commitment to serving God presented an excellent model of a 
virtuous religious life, and their prayers were deemed valuable for the salvation of the world.16 
The Church also provided salvation on a personal level to those who could afford it. One way 
it did so was through the sale of indulgences; in the Durham Cathedral Archives, for example, 
there are many charters describing the granting of indulgences to whomever provided gifts to St. 
Cuthbert. For instance, a charter from 1254 that was issued by a bishop of St. Andrews granted 
indulgences to those who visited the shrine of St. Cuthbert “for devotion or prayer” and “[left] 

Facing page, figure 3: Charter of Edgar [King of Scotland, 1074-1107] granting to the church 
and monks of Durham, for the souls of his father and mother, and for the good of his body and 
soul and his brothers, sisters and all his ancestors and successors the mansio of Coldingham.... 

Durham Cathedral Archive, DCD Misc.Ch.555. Reproduced by kind permission of the Chapter 
of Durham Cathedral.
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gifts to it.”17 Another way of attaining personal religious intercession was through patronizing and 
endowing monasteries. It was common for lords to grant monasteries lands, revenues, and other 
donations, expecting in return that the monks would pray for their souls and the souls of their 
loved ones.18 Many of the charters of the Durham Cathedral Archives demonstrate this custom. 
In one twelfth-century charter, Ranulf de Bonkil granted land in Ederham “to God, St. Cuthbert 
and the Coldingham monks” in return for the salvation of the souls of himself, his wife, and their 
parents (Figure 2).19 Through these practices, Durham’s spiritual prominence as the centre of St. 
Cuthbert’s Church translated into secular wealth, further solidifying the institution in the region.
 Indeed, the Priory of Durham became one of the wealthiest monasteries in England during 
the Middle Ages. It amassed revenues from properties all over northern England and southern 
Scotland, which were accumulated through donations and by the priory’s own purchases.20 Besides 
its secular revenues, the Priory of Durham also received tithes from churches located within the 
Diocese of Durham, as well as some tithes from churches that were located outside the diocese but 
had granted their rights to Durham.21 A charter issued by King David I of Scotland (r. 1124-1153) 
in the mid-twelfth century is an example of this type of grant; it gave to the Priory of Durham 
the Church of St. Mary in Berwick-upon-Tweed, then a border town under Scottish control.22 
Durham’s holdings also included lands owned by its eight daughter houses: Holy Island, Farne, 
Jarrow, Monkwearmouth, Finchale, Lytham, and St. Leonard’s in England, as well as the Coldingham 
monastery in Scotland.23 Daughter houses functioned as subsidiaries of their motherhouse, the 
cathedral, and thus spread its influence to a larger area, attracting donations from nobles further 
away and contributing to the bishopric’s revenue and the prestige of its patron saint.24 Many of these 
holdings consisted of good agricultural land from which the bishopric derived enough produce to 
generate a respectable income and support its many parishes and churches.25 As would be expected 
from an entity with so much invested in lands near the border, the bishops of Durham also played 
an important part in keeping the border stable, often acting as diplomats in the conflicts between 
England and Scotland.26

Figure 4: Durham Cathedral, 
north side. © Amanda Nies, 

licensed CC BY-SA 4.0.
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  Perhaps the best example of the influence, wealth, and prestige of Durham is demonstrated 
by the case of the Priory of Coldingham in Berwickshire, its notable daughter house in Scottish 
territory. Coldingham had been an old Celtic monastery under the See of Lindisfarne with St. 
Cuthbert as its patron, and as the bishopric settled in Durham, it pressed its claim to Coldingham.27 
The Scottish king Edgar (r. 1097-1107) then confirmed Durham’s ownership of the monastery—
along with many properties in the surrounding area—with a grant by the end of the eleventh 
century (Figure 3).28 Coldingham Priory then quickly became the most successful of Durham’s 
daughter houses, benefiting greatly from its link with St. Cuthbert’s Church in a region whose 
inhabitants still regarded him as one of its main saints. In the twelfth century, William de Lindsay 
and the earls Huntingdon and Dunbar, for instance, granted land and revenues specifically to “the 
monks of St. Cuthbert.”29 
 When the First War of Scottish Independence started in 1296, however, Coldingham’s position 
as an English monastery in Scottish territory became increasingly tenuous, as the Scots came to 
deeply mistrust the English monks.30 This tension even caused the monks to abandon the monastery 
during the early 1300s. However, the cult of St. Cuthbert seems to have persisted on both sides of 
the border even during such periods of warfare. The sacred banner of St. Cuthbert was carried by 
English armies during important battles against Scotland throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries, and its presence during many 
English triumphs may very well have 
suggested to some contemporaries that the 
saint had chosen a side.31 Yet, in 1328, the 
Scottish king Robert the Bruce (r. 1306-
1329) confirmed Durham’s ownership 
of Coldingham with a new charter. 
Although King Robert led Scotland in 
its First War of Independence against 
England, he nonetheless still venerated 
St. Cuthbert, and thus dutifully respected 
Durham’s claims to Coldingham.32 The 
situation took a new turn by the 1370s, 
however, as King Robert II (r. 1371-1390) 
granted Coldingham to the Scottish 
Priory of Dunfermline, which started a 
legal dispute between Dunfermline and 
Durham for possession of the monastery 
that went on for a hundred years, during 
which time Coldingham switched 
hands numerous times.33 While politics 
certainly influenced religion in the 
Coldingham dispute, Scottish veneration 
of St. Cuthbert nonetheless continued to 

Figure 5: Charter of William de Lindsey granting to the 
God and St Cuthbert and monks in Durham the church of 
Ercildon, with 1 carucate of land and all other pertinents, 
in pure and perpetual alms. Durham Cathedral Archives, 
DCD Misc.Ch.713. Reproduced by kind permission of the 
Chapter of Durham Cathedral.
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and St. Cuthbert’s Church ultimately lost the Coldingham monastery in the 1470s, these figures had 
not lost their religious importance to the Scottish people just yet, as St. Cuthbert was still celebrated 
in Scotland well into the sixteenth century.35

 Even though Durham Cathedral ceased to be a Benedictine priory in 1539 following the 
English Reformation, the cathedral retained its secular and religious authority as well as much 
of its property afterwards.36 Its preserved archives contain thousands of charters dating from the 
eleventh to the sixteenth centuries, which are currently available for anyone to access online.37 In 
sum, the contents of the Durham Cathedral Archives tell in rich detail the fascinating story of how 
its priory rose to be one of the most significant in all of Britain under the auspices of St. Cuthbert. 
More interestingly, though, they also shed light on the importance of faith in the medieval world. 
The people of the English-Scottish borderland’s faith in St. Cuthbert gave the region a communal 
identity that transcended political borders. This fact is a stark reminder of how different medieval 
conceptions of country and religion were from modern ones. Faith led people as powerful as kings 
to grant possessions to institutions housed in enemy territory, while people could easily sweep aside 
that same faith when it became politically advantageous to do so. More than just a safeguard against 
legal disputes, Durham’s charters can bring historians closer to understanding the very monks who 
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studied, and each may bring with it an enriching piece of a great puzzle of medieval history.
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The Twelfth Century 
Renaissance in Scotland

Michael R. Di Lella

In the twelfth century, Scotland underwent a process of cultural change that altered the political 
structure of the kingdom forever. This transformation was sparked by a wider European movement: 
the twelfth century renaissance. Under the authority of Pope Gregory VII (r.1073-1085), the 
Catholic Church entered a period of spiritual and political reform that sought to cleanse the Church 
of corruption while rebuilding the monarchical power of the papacy.1 The Gregorian Reform, as the 
movement is referred to today, had wide-ranging consequences for the rest of Western Christendom, 
which began to fall under the authority of a revived papacy. Like other kingdoms lying on the 
fringes of continental Europe including Ireland and Wales, Scotland found itself being drawn closer 
in line with the practices of the Roman Church.2 Emphasis was placed on the written word as new 
monastic orders—which included the Cistercians, Carthusians, and Premonstratensians—began 
to revisit and translate the philosophical texts of Plato and Aristotle, as well as classical Roman 
literature.3 Over the course of the twelfth century, the reformed monks began to dominate the 
administration of the secular nobility throughout medieval Europe and brought with them the skill 
of writing. 
 While Scotland produced few charters before the twelfth century, the reform movement 
greatly increased the production of written documents within the kingdom. The dynasty of 
Malcolm III (r. 1058-1093)—also referred to by historians as the line of Canmore, or the House 
of Dunkeld—was introduced to the Anglo-Norman court of the English kings during this period. 
As a result, a succession of Scottish kings became exposed to the use of royal charters as a method 
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for enforcing monarchical will, which by the beginning of the twelfth century had already become 
commonplace in England.4 The charter became a vehicle for royal authority in Scotland as the 
children of Malcolm and his queen, Margaret of Wessex, began to settle the north and south of their 
kingdom with new families from England and Flanders. This period of migration also witnessed 
an influx of Anglo-Norman clerics over the border; these clerics were well versed in the current 
practices of the reformed Catholic Church and established monastic houses across the Lowlands. 
The Anglo-Norman realm of England remained the central source for technological advancements 
in writing and European cultural developments for Scotland. Over the course of the twelfth century, 
the Scottish Crown was increasingly influenced by its southern neighbour and began to adopt 
new practices of administering authority that were brought across the border by new monastic 
communities steeped in the Gregorian Reform, including the production of royal charters. 

Monastic Orders & the Rise of Education

 The creation of new monastic orders during the High Middle Ages and the emphasis placed 
on revisiting classical texts encouraged the proliferation of knowledge across Christendom. The 
city of Bologna established the world’s first university in 1088, while Oxford and Paris followed 
suit in 1096 and 1150, respectively.5 In Scotland, education developed alongside the growth of 
urban centres established by King David I (r. 1124-1153) at Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Inverness, and 
Perth. The most common type of school in Scotland during this time was the “town school,” which 
was usually attached to a church and educated future clerics. Additionally, monastic schools and 
universities enabled members of the Scottish clergy to come into contact with new practices that 
placed a great emphasis on composition and translation, which had become synonymous with the 
reform movement.6 Such educational developments created a need for classical texts and further 
encouraged the circulation of manuscripts across Scotland. Each new monastic order required books 
to fill its libraries, including Bibles as well as liturgical and devotional texts.7 Monastic houses that 
followed in the practices of the reformed religious orders were the first to establish chanceries and 
archives, which housed records of written charters involving grants of land, contracts of obligation, 
and other transactions of ownership.8 

The English Connection and St. Margaret 

 The connection between the Crowns of England and Scotland was established in the 
eleventh century through the marriage of King Malcom III to Margaret of Wessex. This is not to 
say that English influence did not exist in Scotland before the arrival of the Canmore dynasty, but 
that Gaelic customs and language had been the dominant culture in the region until this point.9 
Subsequently, Scotland was drawn into the orbit of clerical reform, and Latin began to supplant the 
native languages of the north in written charters over the course of the twelfth century.10 Queen 
Margaret was the granddaughter of the English king Edmund Ironside (r. 1016) and the sister of 
Edgar the Atheling (r.1066), whose family had fled to Scotland after the Norman Invasion of 1066.11 
Her family represented royal legitimacy through their ancient bloodline that stretched back to the 
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Saxon House of Wessex and Alfred the Great (d. 
899). Malcolm knew that the union of his family 
with the Saxon line would irritate the Norman king 
of England, William the Conqueror (r. 1066-1087), 
and he proceeded to lead multiple raids across the 
border in support of his brother-in-law’s claim to 
the throne.12 
 More important to the development of 
writing in Scotland was the fact that Margaret had 
been brought up in the Kingdom of Hungary—a 
major centre of the twelfth-century reform 
movement—during her exile and had become 
well educated in the revived and reinvigorated 
religious life of twelfth-century Europe.13 When she 
became established at Malcolm’s court after 1070, 
Margaret brought with her monks from Durham 
and Canterbury. She also founded a new church 
at Dunfermline (where she first met her husband) 
and staffed the parish with clerics from Canterbury. 
Margaret also established a connection with the 
Durham community by providing patronage 
for the men of St. Cuthbert, the patron saint of 
Northumbria who was strongly associated with 
Durham. Additionally, through the support of her 
husband, the queen enabled Durham Cathedral’s 
sister houses—including Dunfermline—to spread 
across the Lowlands.14 During the High Middle 

Figure 1: Stained glass of St. Margaret in 
Edinburgh Castle. © Magnus Manske. Licensed 
CC BY-SA 3.0 DE.

Ages, it was common for newly married noblewomen to bring servants and clerics from their own 
household to their new home after marriage.15 Considering Margaret had been living at the court 
of the English king Edward the Confessor (r.1042-1066) prior to her marriage to Malcolm, she 
brought English clerics in her entourage who were steeped in the reformed practices of the European 
Church.16 The Scottish Church of the late eleventh century was still very much a Celtic institution 
and permitted certain practices that had been forbidden by the papacy, namely polygamy.17 The 
Scottish Church was also less strict regarding Communion, as they allowed it to be administered 
to children in contradiction to the rules of the Roman Curia, who also placed more importance 
on repeated acts of confession from the nobility than their Scottish counterparts. The clerics who 
travelled with Margaret became a major influence on their queen’s children and shaped the way 
they enforced religious as well as administrative reform during their reigns as kings. Additionally, 
the process of introducing land charters to Scotland began when Queen Margaret established a 
connection with two of the leading English centres of the new monastic movement—Durham and 
Canterbury.18 
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 Margaret also formed a close relationship with the English cleric Turgot during her time as 
queen. Turgot served as her confessor at Dunfermline and later became Archdeacon of Durham; 
he was of Saxon blood and, like the queen, had fled north in fear of the Normans. In his account 
of the queen’s life, the cleric glorified Margaret’s efforts to reform the Celtic Church and presented 
her as a civilizing force who reformed her caring but culturally barbaric husband.19 Turgot’s goal 
was to maintain the connection between Durham and Margaret’s children by presenting her in the 
best light possible. However, King Malcolm’s death in 1093—which was followed shortly thereafter 
by that of his wife—disrupted the system of patronage between the Scottish Crown and Durham 
Cathedral. 

The Children of Malcom III & Queen Margaret 

 After Margaret had passed away within the stone walls of Edinburgh Castle, Malcolm’s 
brother, Donald Ban (later Donald III, r. 1093-1094, 1094-1097), arrived with an army of supporters 
to besiege the town and assert his claim as King of Scots.20 Without any native allies of their own, 
Queen Margaret’s children who were at the Scottish court at the time—Rufus, Edgar, Edmund, 
Alexander, and David—were forced to flee Scotland for the protection of William II of England 
(r. 1087-1100).21 Donald Ban’s usurpation of the throne was described by contemporary and 
late medieval chroniclers as a conservative Celtic reaction against the growing Anglo-Norman 
influence.22 Thus, the transformation of the Scottish Church and court was put on hold from 1093 
onwards as Scotland became engulfed in a bitter civil war between Margaret and Malcolm’s sons 
and the new king, Donald III.23

 During their time living at the English king’s court, Margaret and Malcolm’s sons were 
exposed to the practices of William II’s administration, including his use of charters and written 
forms of recordkeeping. Due to the actions of Queen Margaret during her husband’s reign, Scotland 
was not entirely isolated from the reform movement of literacy and education that was prevalent in 
Europe during this time, but this trend was still not as entrenched in the kingdom as it was at the 
English court. Indeed, there are no royal charters that survive from the reign of Malcolm III, and 
while a few Gaelic churches produced written documents during this time, it is safe to say that the 
Scottish kings did not utilize charters before 1094.24 Additionally, since Donald III represented the 
conservative Gaelic faction of the kingdom, it is unlikely that he continued to support the English 
Church of Durham or embrace the Gregorian reform movement. Thus, the relationship between 
Margaret’s children and the English court, and the exposure they received there to European-style 
administration, was crucial to the later cultural and bureaucratic transformation of the Scottish 
court. 

The Brief Reign of Duncan II and Scotland’s First Charter

 The reform movement in Scotland was reinvigorated by Malcolm III’s eldest son Duncan II 
(r. 1094). Duncan had lived at the English court ever since he had been given as a hostage to William 
the Conqueror during the English king’s invasion of Scotland in 1072 and had remained there 
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until after his father’s death.25 As a member of 
William’s court, Duncan grew up among Anglo-
Norman knights and was encouraged to adopt 
the culture of his captors and throw away his 
“barbarian customs.”26 This upbringing was in 
contrast to previous Scottish princes, who had 
been educated and raised in a Celtic cultural 
environment that placed great emphasis on 
the oral tradition of communicating promises 
of trust between members of the nobility.27 
Duncan raised an army of Norman and English 
knights to accompany him north with the 
support of William II and defeated Donald 
III in the summer of 1094, sending him into 
political exile.28 
 Like his father and stepmother before 
him, Duncan became a patron of Durham 
Cathedral and reignited the connection 
between the Scottish Church and the reformed 
monastic orders that had been broken by 
Donald III’s usurpation. Duncan was the first 
King of Scots to produce a written charter in 
the style of the Anglo-Norman royal practice.29 
A charter produced during the only year of the 
young king’s reign was dedicated to the monks 
of St. Cuthbert at Durham Cathedral and 
confirmed to them the lands of Tyninghame 
(Figure 3).30 The bottom of the document is 
adorned with the king’s wax seal, which depicts 
him mounted on horseback in the fashion of 
the Anglo-Norman knights.31 Duncan’s charter 
represents a milestone in the development 
of Anglo-Norman—and, to a greater extent, 
European—cultural influences in medieval 
Scotland. 

Figure 2: Facsimile of Charter by King Duncan 
II of Scotland to the monks of St. Cuthbert of 
Tyninghame, c. 1094. Coll-1418, Centre for 

Research Collections, University of Edinburgh.

The Reforms of Duncan II’s Successors 

 The number of royal charters that the Scottish Crown produced increased throughout the 
reigns of Duncan II’s successors. While Donald III briefly reclaimed the throne after murdering 
Duncan, Margaret’s third son, Edgar (r. 1097-1107), eventually defeated his uncle for good and 
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was crowned King of Scots.32 As king, Edgar resumed the system of patronage between the Scottish 
Crown and Durham Cathedral; he also sent a letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury asking for 
monks to be sent north.33 Edgar’s desire for Canterbury monks stemmed from his need to replace 
the English clerics that had been driven away by Donald III during his brief second usurpation.34 
Edgar was the first Scottish king to issue a charter granting land to other members of the royal family, 
such as his younger brother, David, who received the principality of Cumbria.35 All of Margaret and 
Malcolm’s children kept close ties with the Catholic Church during this time and continued to push 
Scotland firmly into the religious scene of Western Europe.36 Indeed, most twelfth-century bishops, 
abbots, and rank-and-file clergymen within the Kingdom of Scotland were English incomers from 
south of the border.37 Such figures brought into Scotland ideas and practices that were in line with 
the movement of the Gregorian Reform, and they continued to produce written charters for the 
King of Scots. 
 David I (r. 1124-1153) did even more to change the production of writing in Scotland than 
his predecessors when he ascended the throne. Unlike his brothers, David had a close relationship 
with the King of England, Henry I (r. 1100-1135), who had taken to utilizing charters and diplomas 

Figure 3: A later example of a royal 
charter. Resignation of lands by 

David Menzies and regrant by King 
James I to John Menzies, University 

of Guelph Archival & Special 
Collections, XS5 MS A001 MS-3.
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to strengthen his power over his subjects.38 David wanted to centralize his authority within Scotland 
through the Church by encouraging the migration of new monastic communities onto crown land 
as well as through the issuing of royal charters. For example, as David brought about the subjugation 
of the northern Scottish lords of Moray, he settled their lands with Norman and Flemish knights; 
David issued to these settlers charters that detailed their grants of land and the obligations they 
owed the king.39 He also founded monasteries in the style of the new religious reform movement, 
such as the Abbey of Melrose, which was run by the Cistercian Order.40 These monastic houses 
continued to receive support from David’s successors and began to expand further north into the 
regions of Ross and Caithness, both of which had previously been outside royal authority. 

Conclusion 

 Scotland witnessed a major movement of religious and cultural reform during the twelfth 
century that transformed education and literacy within the kingdom. The kingdom was influenced 
by the new practices of the Gregorian Reform, which included the proliferation of the written word. 
The movement started among the European monastic communities who settled in the Lowlands and 
quickly spread to the Scottish court itself. The monastic orders of the Cistercians, Carthusians, and 
Benedictines encouraged the translation and production of written texts, and naturally these skills 
made their way to the royal court. Additionally, throughout the twelfth century clerics travelled 
from England and settled in Scotland under royal protection, bringing with them practices that 
had become synonymous with the Gregorian reform movement: education, recordkeeping, and the 
composition of written charters. Queen Margaret also played an influential role in the exportation 
of English culture to Scotland, as she established a connection between the House of Dunkeld 
and the monastic community at Durham and encouraged her children to continue to support the 
Church’s reform movement. After 1094 and the ascension to the Scottish throne of Margaret and 
Malcolm III’s children—who had ties to the English court and thus were steeped in the cultural 
sphere of England—royal charters were regularly issued by Scottish kings and their courts. Thus, 
the twelfth century saw an increased use of land charters in Scotland, and the Scottish court became 
firmly entrenched in English and European-style bureaucratic and cultural traditions.
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The Earl of Atholl and Scotland’s 
Second War of Independence, 

1332-1357*

Margaret Lehman

Despite the signing of the Treaty of Edinburgh-Northampton in 1328 and the resultant ending 
of Scotland’s First War of Independence, the unresolved territorial claims of various English and 
Anglo-Scottish nobles meant that peace between Scotland and England was fragile at best.1 Over 
a decade prior, Robert the Bruce (Robert I, r. 1306-1329) passed the Statute of Cambuskenneth in 
November 1314, which forbade transboundary lordships.2 Intended to subdue opposition to Bruce 
rule, lords with estates in both Scotland and England—and those who supported the deposed John 
Balliol (r. 1292-1296) and the English Crown—were forced to make a decision. They could either 
maintain their ancestral and claimed lands in Scotland by defecting to Robert the Bruce, or they 
could choose to retain their English estates but only by the forfeiture of their Scottish ones.3 The 
lords who chose the latter became collectively known as the “disinherited.” However, the death of 
Robert the Bruce in 1329 and the accession of his young son, David II (r. 1329-1371), provided an 
opportunity for these disinherited lords to reclaim their lost Scottish lands.4 Led by Edward Balliol 
(c. 1280-1364)—son of King John and claimant to the Scottish throne—and backed by Edward 
III of England (r. 1327-1377), the disinherited began their invasion of Scotland in the summer of 
1332, inaugurating a second round of hostilities that would become the Second War of Scottish 
Independence. 
 With land disputes being an integral element of the conflict that led to the Second War of 
Independence, it is of particular interest to Scottish historians to examine instances when lands 
were exchanged under seemingly willing and legal means. The University of Guelph’s Archival & 

*
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Special Collections holds a series of land charters from the Campbell family of Monzie, some of 
which were issued during this period. Of notable mention is charter MS-1, which pertains to David 
de Strathbogie (c. 1309-1335), Earl of Atholl. Strathbogie was one of Edward Balliol’s disinherited 
supporters and a significant military and political figure during the initial stages of Balliol’s reign as 
King of Scotland.5 Charter MS-1 (Figure 1) documented the transfer of some of Strathbogie’s lands 
in the earldom of Atholl (Figure 2), located in northern Perthshire, including “Cranachcrocih, 
Achmore, Kinknock, the two Rothrolges and Achnethrosck,” to a known Bruce loyalist, Sir Robert 
Menzies.6 As revealed through a discussion of charter MS-1 and the nobles associated with it, 
David de Strathbogie’s changing loyalties and complicated relationships with both Balliol-English 
and Bruce factions suggest that while he was influential in Scotland’s Second War of Independence, 
he was most interested in territorial gain and self-aggrandizement over allegiance to either regnal 
community.

Figure 1: Grant by David de Strathbogie to Robert 
Menzies, c.1332-5. University of Guelph, Archival 

& Special Collections, XS5 MS A001 MS-1. 
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David de Strathbogie and Changing Loyalties, 1332-1335

 Following a series of successful campaigns against Scottish forces loyal to King David II—
including a major victory at Dupplin Moor—Edward Balliol was crowned King of Scotland in 
September 1332.7 Despite being forced out of the kingdom by his opposition at the end of the 
year, Balliol returned in 1333 with greater support from Edward III and proceeded to recognise 
claims and expand the lands “belonging” to his disinherited supporters.8 David de Strathbogie, 
among those rewarded, was appointed as a regional lieutenant and granted the ancestral lands 
of Robert Stewart, the High Steward of Scotland who was later crowned Robert II, progenitor 
of Scotland’s Stewart dynasty.9 However, the Balliol-English victories were soon undermined by 
an internal conflict over the division of lands that saw many prominent disinherited leaders step 
away from Balliol and attempt to regain their territories independently.10 This split enabled the 
Bruce loyalists to target and successfully campaign against several disinherited figures, including 
Strathbogie himself, who was forced to submit and defect in autumn 1334 after John Randolph, Earl 
of Moray, pursued him into Lochaber in the western Highlands.11 There are varying accounts of 
how Strathbogie’s changing of sides at Lochaber came to be; according to contemporary chroniclers 
like Walter Bower and Sir Thomas Grey of Heiton, Strathbogie joined with either little persuasion 
or, more dramatically, under the threat of death.12 Current historical narratives argue a third option: 
not only was Strathbogie invited and welcomed into the Bruce ranks, but he was also generously 
compensated for doing so.13 The terms of Strathbogie’s defection involved the transfer of lands from 
notable Bruce loyalists—including territories belonging to Randolph—and the restoration of his 
lordship in the central Highlands.14 Randolph also appointed him as King David II’s lieutenant of 
that region, which not only recognised Strathbogie’s existing influence in the north but also further 
cemented it.15

 While acquiring Strathbogie was an initially advantageous move for the Bruce loyalists, his 
incorporation into their ranks was not a seamless transition. Strathbogie’s council at the Dairsie 
parliament of April 1335 fuelled an already present and growing rift between Robert Stewart, 
Andrew Murray of Bothwell, and John Randolph.16 Murray and Randolph, who had been growing 
increasingly frustrated with Stewart’s progress in occupying Bruce lands in the southwest of 
Scotland, were considering having Stewart replaced in his lieutenancy.17 Strathbogie’s enthusiastic 
support for Stewart, however, helped to establish clear and hostile factional lines.18 The Bruce party 
was further destabilized by Balliol and Edward III’s summer invasion with “one of the largest English 
armies ever seen in Scotland,” as well as the imprisonment of Randolph, who had been ambushed 
and captured by Balliol-English forces.19 As a result of these combined factors, various Bruce 
loyalists ended up defecting to Balliol, including Strathbogie yet again.20 The terms of Strathbogie’s 
submission to Balliol and Edward III focused on the recovery of his English estates, primarily 
the manor of Chilham in Kent.21 He was further rewarded for his return with an appointment as 
Guardian of Scotland, which granted him ruling authority whenever the two kings were absent.22 
As Guardian, Strathbogie campaigned heavily in the north while Balliol and Edward III marched 
south.23 Chronicles such as the Gesta Annalia describe Strathbogie as a ruthless tyrant set on 
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this document emerged during the period of Strathbogie’s allegiance to King David II between 
September 1334 and July 1335.26 Sir Robert Menzies, the recipient of this land transfer, was a 
trusted Bruce loyalist, a companion-in-arms and friend of Robert the Bruce himself.27 The Menzies 
continued to maintain good standing with the Bruce and Stewart kings of Scotland throughout the 
Second War of Independence and beyond. In a charter dated circa 1390, another Robert Menzies, 
the son of Sir John Menzies (c. 1323-1410), was granted the exact landholdings as those indicated 
in charter MS-1 by John Stewart (Robert III of Scotland, r. 1390-1406) and is identified as Stewart’s 
“shield-bearer.”28 Such land transfers indicate a strong intergenerational connection between the 
Menzies, Bruce, and Stewart families. With these relationships in mind, Strathbogie’s transfer of 
lands to Sir Robert Menzies as recorded in charter MS-1 could very well be a display of homage and 
allegiance to King David II. 
 Historians have noted, however, that members of the Menzies family were part of Strathbogie’s 
following when he defected to Balliol-English forces in July 1335. Several Menzies were identified 
within Strathbogie’s ranks during the final conflict with Sir Andrew Murray in Culblean, including 
the Menzies of Fortingall.29 In his article “Scotland without a King,” historian Bruce Webster also 
identified a Robert Menzies that was named in Scottish chronicles as a supporter of Balliol-English 
occupation leading up to the battle of Culblean but not mentioned thereafter.30 While it is possible 
that there was an internal division among the Menzies that perhaps saw members of the family ally 
with different factions, it is also possible that Strathbogie may have exploited his connection with 
the Menzies that was established through charter MS-1. Consider: in exchange for the lands being 
granted, Sir Robert Menzies had to provide the “service of one archer in the army of our lord King 

Figure 2: Map of the main lordships in medieval Scotland, 
c. 1230. The earldom of Atholl was at the territorial centre 
of the country. © Finn Bjørklid and Calgacus. Licensed CC 
BY-SA 3.0.

eliminating the remaining Bruce holdings in 
the northeast.24 Strathbogie’s campaign included 
a siege of Kildrummy Castle in Aberdeenshire 
that ultimately drew the attention of the 
remaining Bruce leadership. In November 1335, 
the two sides met in battle at Culblean in Mar, 
where Strathbogie was defeated and killed, and 
his followers scattered.25

Contextualizing Charter MS-1

 While charter MS-1 (Figure 1) was 
issued without a date and is thought by current 
historians to have been produced between 
August 1332 and November 1335, it is likely that 
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of Scotland” and “three suits of court each year at Logierat at our will in our Earldom of Atholl for 
any other service, custom, secular tax in giving which of the said thanage and aforementioned lands 
for us or our heirs are able to claim or require in the future.”31 While such an assertion is speculative 
in nature, it is possible that Strathbogie imposed and exploited this bond of obligation for his own 
personal gain. The fact that the Menzies were no longer identified as Balliol-English supporters 
after the battle of Culblean—which resulted in the death of Strathbogie—also suggests that this 
interpretation is a likely possibility. 
 In addition to Sir Robert Menzies, the charter’s witness list (Figure 3) is also primarily 
comprised of notable Bruce supporters and military leaders, including: “Robert the steward of 
Scotland; Lord John Randolph, Earl of Moray; Patrick Dunbar, Earl of March; Sir Andrew [Murray], 
laird of [Bothwell]; [and] Sir Patrick de Carnot.”32 Robert Stewart (Robert II of Scotland) was 
associated with key military campaigns during the early stages of the Second War of Independence 
and shared—for a brief time between 1334 and 1335—a co-Guardianship over Scotland with John 
Randolph, acting as King David II’s lieutenant in the west while Randolph operated in the same 
capacity in the northeast.33 Robert Stewart was also connected and allied with the Campbells, 
particularly Dougal Campbell of Loch Awe, who provided Stewart with naval and military support 
during raids.34 Robert Stewart’s personal relationship with Strathbogie, however, was a complicated 
one. Under Balliol and Edward III, Strathbogie claimed Stewart’s vast lands in Renfrew and 
Clydeside.35 Stewart would later reclaim these territories and reimpose his lordship, but only after 
campaigning heavily while Strathbogie was absent from the region.36 They would later become 
allies at the Bruce loyalists’ Dairsie parliament in 1335, with Strathbogie and Stewart aligned on one 
side and the remaining Bruce leadership, which included John Randolph, Patrick Dunbar, Andrew 
Murray of Bothwell, Alexander Mowbray, and William Douglas of Lothian, on the other.37 There is 
also evidence that Stewart had made arrangements to follow Strathbogie when he defected back to 
the Balliol-English camp that coming summer.38 While Stewart did not follow through with those 
plans, his name does appear in general negotiations, which indicates that he remained allies with 
Strathbogie up until the last possible moment.39 
 Other prominent figures in the witness list include Earl John Randolph of Moray and 
Andrew Murray of Bothwell. John Randolph and his entire family were dedicated Bruce loyalists; 
his father, Thomas Randolph, was one of Robert the Bruce’s leading commanders during Scotland’s 
First War of Independence.40 John Randolph followed in similar footsteps and was considered one 
of King David II’s most reliable supporters and military leaders, sharing the co-Guardianship of 

Figure 3: Detail of figure 1, featuring the witness list on lines 17 to 18. Though partially obscured 
by the charter’s folded edge, the names John Randolph (Ioanne Ranulphi), Patrick Dunbar (patricio 
de donbarus), and Thomas de Wollor (Thoma de Wollor) remain visible here. This witness list is 
crucial also for dating the charter, as it does not have a dating clause of its own.
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Scotland with Robert Stewart.41 Operating primarily in the north of Scotland, Randolph vigorously 
campaigned against Strathbogie’s rising power in the region and was the commander who successfully 
trapped Strathbogie in Lochaber in 1334, negotiating his defection to the Bruce faction.42 Randolph 
was eventually captured and imprisoned by Balliol-English forces in the summer of 1335 and held 
prisoner until 1342.43 
 Andrew Murray of Bothwell was another principal military leader for the Bruce loyalists. 
While he is relatively absent from the historical record during the earliest stages of the Balliol-English 
invasion, he became increasingly active in the summer of 1334 and continued to be prominent 
thereafter.44 As such, Murray was appointed Guardian of Scotland following the capture of John 
Randolph in 1335 and maintained that role until his death in 1338.45 Murray’s personal relationship 
with Strathbogie is perhaps the most straightforward. Not only did they stand in opposition to 
one another at the Dairsie parliament, but after his defection to the Balliol-English camp in July, 
Strathbogie laid siege to Kildrummy Castle where Murray’s wife was residing.46 Responding to this 
personal challenge, Murray—accompanied by William Douglas of Lothian and Patrick Dunbar, 
Earl of March—met Strathbogie for a final battle at Culblean in November 1335.47 It was here that 
Murray successfully defeated and killed Strathbogie, opening up the north of Scotland to reconquest 
by Bruce forces. Based on this obvious and mutual dislike, it is unlikely that Murray would have 
been a witness to charter MS-1 if Strathbogie was not in allegiance to King David II at the time of 
its creation.

Final Reflection

 David de Strathbogie, Earl of Atholl, was a significant military and political figure during 
Scotland’s Second War of Independence, albeit for a brief time. His campaigns throughout northern 
Scotland, regardless of who he was allied to, established him as an influential presence (and threat) 
in the region. However, Strathbogie’s complicated relationships with both Balliol-English and 
Bruce factions, as well as his willingness to switch loyalties for the opportunity to claim lands 
and titles, suggests that he was perhaps most interested in personal gain over allegiance to either 
regnal community. While the date on which charter MS-1 was issued remains unconfirmed in 
current historical discourse, an exploration of the document and the figures associated with it—
including the Menzies family, Robert Stewart, John Randolph, and Andrew Murray—offers the 
possibility of situating it in a more specific time frame. Such an analysis also invites readers to (re)
consider possible historical narratives and implications. Understanding an individual’s personal 
and political motivations, their interactions and relationships with others, and their reactions to 
significant challenges, offers valuable insight to historians who attempt to craft an accurate account 
of the past. 
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The Notary Public in 
Medieval  Scotland

Aidan Hughes

The Scottish notary during the medieval period was responsible for drafting and authenticating 
legal documents to record a variety of civil transactions.1 The notary’s duties included recording trial 
proceedings, writing deeds of heritage, drafting wills, documenting tenancy and rent agreements, 
and drawing up instruments of sasine.2 The instrument of sasine was a legal document that a notary 
drafted to authenticate a transfer of landownership from a donor to a beneficiary.3 A medieval 
Scottish notary was designated as either private or public: a notary private was employed by a 
wealthy family to administer legal duties on their behalf, while a notary public was given authority 
in Scotland by a recognized body of power and carried out civic and legal duties on behalf of their 
community. Notary publics in Scotland were either imperial, apostolic, or royal, meaning they 
were granted legal authority by either the Holy Roman Emperor, the pope, or the Scottish Crown, 
respectively.4 This paper considers the evolution of the role of the notary public in medieval Scotland, 
from its emergence during the thirteenth century to its formalization as a royally conferred legal 
authority in the sixteenth century. This paper also examines the notary public’s commissioning, 
education, and legal duties between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries, as well as the notary’s job 
of drafting instruments of sasine, its most important role in Scottish civil society. Extant Protocol 
Books are also investigated to illustrate the range of legal duties that a notary carried out and a brief 
discussion of how the notary public completed scribal projects is included. Finally, the notary’s role 
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in drafting legal documents is applied to several of the University of Guelph’s Campbell of Monzie 
charters to further understand the intricacies of this archival collection.

The Early Notary in Scotland

 The first notaries in Scotland were recorded during the thirteenth century, although they 
were limited in number during this period.5 One of the earliest Scottish sources that made mention 
of a notary was a letter of attorney from the eldest son of the Earl of Dunbar, Patrick, to one Robert 
de Lambedene in 1231.6 In this letter, Patrick addressed Robert de Lambedene as “my notary who 
carries and keeps my seal.”7 It is worth noting that Robert de Lambedene was likely a notary private, 
as the position of notary public did not emerge in Scotland until later in the thirteenth century.8 
Robert de Garvald was probably the first notary public in Scotland, considering that his legal 
instruments date to 1287, 1298, and 1304; moreover, the only other surviving source of a notary 
public prior to 1300 is an instrument drafted by Nicholas Campion in 1291.9 This point is debatable, 
however, as historian John Durkan has asserted that there were four or five notary publics that 
operated in Scotland during the thirteenth century.10 Regardless of who the first Scottish notary 
public was, it is clear that the position—while still in its infancy—was growing both in number and 
importance during this period. 
 The number of Scottish notaries rose to thirty-five in the fourteenth century; this development 
was the outcome of the papacy increasingly delegating its power to appoint notaries to diocesan 
officials in Scotland.11 The first instance of this trend was recorded in 1288, when Pope Nicholas IV 
granted power to the Bishop of Dunkeld to confer a notary public in his diocese.12 This transfer of 
power became the norm during the fourteenth century, as records indicate that apostolic notary 
publics were appointed by bishops in St. Andrews and Glasgow, as well as in less populated regions 
such as Moray, Aberdeen, Dunkeld, and Ross.13 Additionally, the responsibilities of the Scottish 
notary broadened to incorporate more civil duties after 1370. For example, notaries during this 
period were recorded documenting transfers of land (namely through the emerging instrument of 
sasine), transcribing court proceedings, and drafting wills. The notary also became responsible for 
translating the contents of Latin charters into the Scottish vernacular for lay holders of important 
documents.14 This duty reflected how strongly apostolic notaries were associated with a diocese, 
as they were members of the clergy and thus would have been instructed in Latin.15 Altogether, 
the notary became increasingly important in Scottish society throughout the fourteenth century, 
evidenced by their growth in both number and responsibility. 

Facing page, figure 1: Bond of Manrent between Alexander Menzies of Rannoch and John 
Campbell, 1536. A bond of manrent, occassionally colloquially referred to as a ‘bond of friendship,’ 

typically pertained to Scottish clan relations and was of a military nature. This particular case made 
use of a public notary, Sir William Ramsay. University of Guelph Archival & Special Collections, 

XS5 MS A001 D-2. 
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Increased Notaries and the Formalization of Legal 
Education

 The fifteenth century witnessed a marked increase 
in Scottish notaries, as historian W. W. Scott asserted that 
there were sixty-four notaries recorded in Scotland by 
1420.16 The rise in the number of notaries was a result of 
the Scottish Crown mandating that written instruments of 
sasine were now necessary to prove titles to property; thus, 
the education and commissioning of more notaries was 
essential to record these transfers of land.17 Accordingly, 
the role of the Scottish notary underwent significant 
developments through the fifteenth century; historians 
are aware of these developments because there is a wider 
array of available sources from this century in comparison 
to previous ones. The qualifications and education of the 
fifteenth-century Scottish notary differed considerably 
from those of the earlier period. For example, notaries had 
to attain a bachelor’s degree or licentiate in civil law in the 
fifteenth century, and they increasingly qualified as Masters 
of Arts from the newly established universities of fifteenth-
century Scotland (namely St. Andrew’s and Glasgow).18 
The domestication of notarial education was a significant 
development, as prior to the fifteenth century notaries were 

Figure 2: Detail of figure 1. Notarial 
seal of Sir William Ramsay. 

exclusively trained in the universities of continental Europe. This point does not suggest that the 
education of Scottish notaries was limited to Scottish universities during the fifteenth century, 
however, as one notary—a certain Robert de Hopprew—was a graduate of the University of Paris 
circa 1423.19 Additionally, since the Scottish Crown was increasing the requirements to prove titles 
to land, there was a rise in royally commissioned notaries during this period as well.20As the notary 
became increasingly formalized in the legal system, supplementary methods of training emerged 
throughout the sixteenth century. An apprenticeship of five years became mandatory for new 
Scottish notaries in 1595, for example, although this method of training was already in practice 
during the mid-sixteenth century.21 Around 1550, some notaries began serving apprenticeships 
under the tutelage of senior notaries, whereas others—such as Alexander Hervy of Aberdeen—
apprenticed under a Lord of Session (a member of Scotland’s highest civil court) in Edinburgh.22 

Instrument of Sasine: Formalized Landownership through Writing

 The increase of notary publics in Scotland during the fifteenth century was a result of the 
Scottish Crown’s demand to legitimize titles of land and property.23 To legitimize one’s title to land, 
a notary had to record an instrument of sasine, wherein the transfer of land from a donor to a 
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Figure 3: Notarial insignia of John Bereliegh, 
from the Notarial instrument, enrolling the 

following bull of Pope Alexander IV to William 
Drax, prior of Coldingham, concerning tithes.  
The design follows the convention of a tiered 

pedestal topped by a monstrance, which was a 
Christian processional vessel that contained the 

consecrated Eucharistic host. Durham Cathedral 
Archives, DCD Misc.Ch. 680. Reproduced 

by kind permission of the Chapter of Durham 
Cathedral.

men’s recent memory.”27 In this situation, Darrow’s 
client received written documentation of his oral land 
inheritance in the form of an instrument of sasine 
that the notary personally drafted.28 Altogether, it 
would appear that the written instrument of sasine 
represented the formalization of landownership in 
Scotland from the fifteenth century onwards.  
 It is worth discussing how a notary prepared 
an instrument of sasine. A notary would cut a suitable 
size of parchment and then use an inked quill to 
transcribe the arrangements of a given agreement.29 
Notaries typically used sheepskin parchment to 
draft legal documents, as the biological composition 
of sheepskin made any attempt to erase or falsify 
text obvious, as such tampering would blemish 
the vellum.30 Thus, sheepskin parchment helped a 
notary strengthen the authenticity of an instrument 
of sasine by serving as a safeguard against fraud. If 
the notary himself made a mistake when drafting the 
document, he used a knife as an eraser and carefully 
scraped away the parchment that the error was 
written on. Additionally, in order to authenticate a 
document, a notary engraved a personalized sign 
manual (an identifying mark) in pen; this served a 

beneficiary was documented and authenticated.24 As a result, notarial documentation developed to 
supplant the traditional oral testimony of eye-witnesses while still maintaining the public nature 
of sasine through legal administration. This development is evident in the Campbell of Monzie 
charters, as the notaries responsible for drafting the charters included written lists of those who 
served as witnesses to a given agreement. The Scottish notary public clearly retained a monopoly 
on recording instruments of sasine and deeds, even as certain courts—namely courts of record—
absorbed much of their legal duties.25 This development is significant for the Scottish historian as it 
indicates the most prominent role that the notary public played in Scottish civil society. 
 The notary’s use of the instrument of sasine during the late medieval period signified 
Scotland’s transition from an oral landholding system to a written system of landownership. There 
are no sources that record written instruments of sasine from early feudal Scotland; such instruments 
only appeared in the legal system at the end of the fourteenth century. By the middle of the 
fifteenth century, the instrument of sasine had become the universal method of transferring land in 
Scotland.26 The notary’s written instrument not only replaced the oral system of landownership, but 
also updated previous agreements that were based on word and memory. This point is illustrated by 
an entry in notary John Darrow’s Protocol Book from 1477; Darrow recorded that a man had been 
granted land from his father twenty years prior, but “that sasine after such a great time was not in 
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similar purpose as a wax seal in that it certified a charter under a given authority.31 Historian John 
Durkan explained how these hand-drawn signs were unique to a notary’s family, indicating that 
the profession of notary may have been hereditary. Additionally, Durkan found that a common 
notarial insignia was a “monstrance-shaped design rising from a stem above a pedestal of one or 
more steps.”32 This commonality is observable in charters from the Durham Cathedral Archives, as 
a notarial instrument drafted in February 1436 included the notary John Berehalgh’s sign, which 
evidently resembles Durkan’s description (Figure 3).33

Protocol Books

 A Scottish notary was bound by oath to maintain a record of his instruments of sasine 
and deeds in a personal register known as a Protocol Book.34 The Protocol Book of John Foular is 
a rich primary source that demonstrates the range of legal duties that the notary John Foular was 
responsible for administering in Edinburgh from 1528 to 1534. A record from 8 May 1528, for 
example, documented an instrument of sasine whereby one Alexander Bruse resigned his claim to 
his father’s land to Jonet Adamson “on the south side of the High Street” in Edinburgh. The record 
concluded by declaring Adamson’s “liferent of the said land,” which emphasized the permanence of 
this particular instrument of sasine.35 Furthermore, Foular’s book provides evidence that notaries 
were entrenched in all dealings of Scottish land, especially regarding issues of tenancy and rent. For 
instance, a record from 31 May 1533 summarized an annual-rent negotiation wherein Elizabeth 
Silver agreed to pay ten merks to John Arres for her inheritance of her late mother’s tenanted 
land.36 This particular Protocol Book also reveals that the Scottish notary public was responsible 
for verifying deeds of heritage. This point is evident from a 1534 record that registered John Gray 
as an heir to John Bannatyne, thus qualifying Gray’s inheritance of Bannatyne’s land upon his death 
or renunciation.37 All in all, Protocol Books are valuable primary materials that illustrate the wide 
range of legal duties that the Scottish notary was responsible for overseeing. 
 Moreover, the Protocol Books that were associated with the Scottish chaplaincies are 
detailed primary sources that highlight how apostolic notaries’ duties often went beyond the 
instrument of sasine. A well-recognized apostolic notary in late medieval Scotland was William 
Gray, who served as a notary at the St. Andrew’s chaplaincy and college.38 The St. Andrew’s portion 
of Gray’s Protocol Book, which covered the years 1553 to 1559, specified how the apostolic notary 
fulfilled educational and religious duties alongside the legal services that they provided for their 
ecclesiastical jurisdictions. For instance, on 6 June 1554, Gray documented how Edmund Hay had 
renounced his privileges to the University of St. Andrews in order to transfer to the University of 
Aberdeen.39 The apostolic notary also recorded religious transactions, illustrated by a case recorded 
on 20 April 1559 wherein William Cranston appointed Thomas Wemyss to a vacant position in 
the chaplaincy.40 This Protocol Book also suggests that the apostolic notary was very involved in 
the local dealings of his jurisdiction outside of just drafting instruments of sasine. For example, 
William Gray recorded an instance where a man returned a diseased cow to the seller because of 
a breach in the stipulations of their agreement, and another record documented a minor transfer 
of grain to a beneficiary.41 The abovementioned records of William Gray’s Protocol Book do 
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Left, figure 4: Asloan Manuscript, 1513, fol.114v. MS. 16500, National Library of Scotland. 
Licensed CC BY 4.0. Right, figure 5: Detail of figure 1. Font.

Note the similar calligraphy of both images, suggesting standardized training of notaries.

not suggest that apostolic notaries were uninvolved in land transfers, as the book documented 
a host of instruments of sasine and titles to heritage (legally binding documents that conferred 
one’s inheritance of land and property). Instead, these records are illustrative of the wide range of 
legal duties that the apostolic notary carried out on behalf of an ecclesiastical jurisdiction, namely 
educational, religious, and local dealings.

Handwriting

 Extant pieces of historical evidence indicate that Scottish notaries completed scribal 
projects during their time outside of notarial work; furthermore, these sources reveal a degree of 
uniformity in notarial writing.42 Notaries were highly skilled in their use of the pen due to their 
aforementioned legal education and their meticulous Protocol Book entries, and thus they were 
commissioned to draft manuscripts.43 For example, John Asloan—a notary public in Edinburgh 
from 1485 to 1530—was the scribe responsible for creating the literary anthology aptly named the 
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Figure 6: Detail of figure 1. Notary Public William Ramsay’s signature. 

Asloan Manuscript circa 1513. Additionally, Asloan was commissioned by an Edinburgh chaplain 
named Thomas Ewen to write a Scottish manuscript called the Troy Book Fragments, as well as 
the first Edinburgh manuscript of Andrew Wyntoun’s Original Chronicle.44 A palaeographical 
connection can be established by comparing Asloan’s written work and the Campbell of Monzie 
charters. For instance, the handwriting of Sir William Ramsay—the notary responsible for drafting 
the bond of manrent between Alexander Menzies of Rannoch and John Campbell in 1536—was 
akin to the style of writing on a surviving page from Asloan’s manuscript (Figures 4 and 5).45 The 
similar handwriting suggests that Scottish notaries received uniformed and formalized training 
at their universities, and this style of calligraphy likely would have been reinforced during their 
periods of apprenticeship.46 As a result, their skilled penmanship was an asset for both manuscript 
and charter production. 

The Scottish Notary and the Campbell of Monzie Charters

 One should consider the Scottish notary’s role in drafting legal instruments between the 
fourteenth and sixteenth centuries when analyzing the Campbell of Monzie charters in order to 
further understand this collection. Charter 15-3, for example, is an instrument of sasine from 1433 
in which Douglas Campbell of Achym transferred some of his lands in Glen Orchy to his son, Colin 
Campbell.47 Sasine was also the subject of charter MS-4, which described how Duncan Campbell of 
Loch Awe made “an inheritable state and sasine by the delivery of earth and stone” of “all the lands 
of [his] property of Glen Orchy” to his son, Colin Campbell, in 1432.48 Neither charter recorded 
the notary who was responsible for drafting these instruments, but based on the knowledge gained 
from this paper, it can be assumed that they were highly educated men with skilled penmanship 
and a nuanced understanding of Scottish law. 
 Charter MS-3, which was penned in Edinburgh, detailed a considerable transfer of land, 
title, and heritage from King James I (r. 1406-1437) to John Menzies in 1430.49 The charter was 
declared as a “public charter,” and given that it was commissioned by the King of Scots, it can be 
inferred that the individual who scribed and authenticated this instrument was a notary public 
operating in Edinburgh on royal authority.50 Charter D-2 documented a bond of manrent between 
Alexander Menzies of Rannoch and John Campbell in 1536 in which both families pledged 
allegiance to one another.51 This document illustrates the presence and role of the Scottish notary 
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more than any other charter in the collection, as Menzies and Campbell employed notary public Sir 
William Ramsay to draft and authenticate their agreement. Ramsay’s role in legislating charter D-2 
is evident by the Scottish notary’s waxen seal on the charter’s tail (Figure 2) and his signature at the 
bottom of the document (Figure 6).52

 
Conclusion

 The historical evidence analyzed in this paper demonstrates the increase in the number 
of notaries during the late medieval period in Scotland, as well as the growth in the position’s 
responsibility. The Scottish Crown’s desire to legitimate titles to land and property increased the 
notary’s civic importance, as their ability to draft instruments of sasine was in high demand. As a 
result, historical records display a considerable increase in the amount of notary publics in Scotland 
from the fifteenth century onwards. Moreover, this study has shown how the legal profession became 
formalized through education at universities as well as apprenticeships between the thirteenth and 
sixteenth centuries. It has also explained the notary’s process of drafting the instrument of sasine, 
as well as some of the intricacies of the authentication process, namely the importance of sheepskin 
parchment and hand-drawn signs. The Scottish Protocol Books serve as rich primary materials to 
illustrate the variety of duties that the notary public carried out. Moreover, extant manuscripts from 
the medieval period in Scotland illustrate how notaries completed scribal projects by virtue of their 
skilled and uniform penmanship. Finally, this paper has demonstrated the notary’s relevance to the 
Campbell of Monzie charters in light of this evidence. The Scottish notary public is a fascinating 
figure in the field of medieval history, but further investigation of primary materials is necessary to 
fully comprehend the emergence and prevalence of this legal profession in medieval Scotland. 
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Land Charters, Marriages, 
and Law School

A Research Overview of the Campbells of Loch Awe 
in their Rise to a Clan Empire

Andrew Northey

During the late medieval period, Scottish monarchs began to fundamentally alter how they ruled 
their kingdom. Medieval Scotland was a unique kingdom in terms of the diversity of the culture 
and language amongst the population. While the Lowlands gradually transformed into an Anglo-
Scottish culture during this period, the Highland clans persisted in their adherence to Celtic 
cultural traditions.1 The Scottish Crown—which was based in the Lowlands—sought to introduce 
several cultural and economic changes in the Highlands in the late thirteenth century; such policies 
resulted in tensions between the Highlanders and the king, which fluctuated as new measures were 
introduced to Scottish society. One of the most important developments that was implemented 
prior to the First War of Scottish Independence (1296-1328) was legal documentation and its ability 
to validate legal claims such as landownership. Most Highland clans initially did not acknowledge 
the relevance of these charters and thus did not embrace this new practice of landholding until the 
fourteenth century.2 However, one Highland clan—the Campbells of Loch Awe—sought to use these 
documents as a new method to exert power and control over the western Highlands while being 
supported by the law. An analysis of a 1433 land charter from the Lord of Loch Awe to his eldest 
living son (Figure 1), held in Archival & Special Collections at the University of Guelph, sheds light 
on the motivations that underlaid the transfer of landownership, particularly for the Campbells of 
the mid-fourteenth century to the early fifteenth century.3 Highlanders like the Campbells utilized 
legal documents such as land charters, marriage arrangements, and the favour and influence of the 
Scottish Crown to rapidly expand their territory and eventually develop a “Clan Empire.”4
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Land Charters

 Land charters—or “deeds,” as they are presently known—were official papers that recorded 
the ownership of land during the Middle Ages. Using land charters to claim property, and thereby 
any associated titles and ranks, was common in the late medieval period, since the legitimacy of 
these legal documents was supported in the eyes of the law.5 Before the usage of land charters 
became widespread, many Scottish lords chose to rally their forces and fight in hand-to-hand 
combat for these lands. However, these lords began to shift their preference to land charters 
rather than fighting around the 1320s, since there were so many internal conflicts (such as border 
invasions from neighboring clans) that made the idea of expansion through violence a risk that 
many could no longer afford.6 The Campbells of Loch Awe, however, were unique in that they were 
a renowned military power, which gave them the advantage of secured borders that enabled them 
to establish a steady economy.7 These factors—along with the Campbells’ increasing knowledge of 
civil law—enabled the clan to initiate an aggressive territorial policy that marked the beginning of 
their period of expansion. This aggressive stance is reflected in the land charters that they conferred 
and received during this time.
 The beginning of the 1340s was an important period in land charter usage for the Campbells 
of Loch Awe. The lordship had just been inherited by Gillespic Aran Campbell (c. 1310-1372, listed 
as Archibald More Campbell in Figure 3), the second eldest son of the late Lord Colin Campbell 
(d. 1340). During Gillespic’s lordship, most of the lands that surrounded Loch Awe were presented 
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Facing page, figure 1: Precept of Sasine in name of Dugald Campbell of “Achym” issued 
at the command of Lord Duncan Campbell to Colin Campbell, 1433. University of 
Guelph, Archival & Special Collections, XS5 MS A001 15-3.

to his clan by the Scottish king, David II (r. 1324-
1371), who offered these regions through land 
charters in February of 1342 in hopes to gain an 
ally in the Highlands.8 Although the lands were 
already held by the Campbells, David II regranted 
the lands to confirm the family’s legitimate right 
to them. David II faced increased aggression 
from powerful clans such as the MacDougalls 
during this time, and he regarded the Campbells 
as the perfect candidate to represent the 
Crown in the west, most likely because of their 
military strength.9 What also caught David II’s 
attention was the character of Gillespic, whose 
contemporaries perceived him as an implacable 
man who employed a policy of aggressive 
encroachment against nearby lands. Both men 
knew their partnership would significantly 
improve their own circumstances, and thus an 

Arran

Cowal

Knapdale

Loch Awe

Figure 2, Partial map of Argyllshire lands, indicating 
Loch Awe and additional territories secured by the 
Campbells, circled in red. Image  © Google Maps 
2021, detail added. 

agreement was made: Gillespic would have the King’s support in matters of land claims, so long as 
the Campbells remained loyal to the Crown. For Gillespic, this was the perfect opportunity to begin 
asserting his ownership over lands that belonged to enemies of the Crown.
 In May 1343, Gillespic Campbell used charters to assert power over Melfort, a small 
waterfront village just to the northwest of Loch Awe. This act was not only successful, but it also 
affirmed the Campbells with the new title of barony over Melfort.10 Over time, Gillespic quickly 
became the representative of the Crown who enforced law and order in the Highlands while putting 
pressure on enemies that the Crown deemed a threat to their rule—such as the MacDougalls—by 
encroaching on their lands and harassing their settlements.11 As years went on, Gillespic Campbell 
saw more opportunities to claim lands that were owned by enemies of the Crown; the heads of 
the families who owned these lands were typically either dying or unfit to defend their rights. This 
was an effective, if cutthroat, tactic that allowed the Campbells to secure Arran, Knapdale, and 
Cowal (Figure 2). These lands were disputed by the MacDougalls of Lorn, who attempted to voice 
their disagreement to these claims, but their inability to properly present documentation (as well 
as strong opposition from the Crown) resulted in their defeat and loss of lands.12 The remaining 
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Facing page, figure 3: Genealogy of the Campbells of Loch Awe from the thirteenth to the mid-
fifteenth century.

years of Gillespic Campbell’s life were centred around the entrenchment of the Campbell influence 
in mid Argyll and Cowal, which were located in the Strathclyde area.13 His method of  expanding 
his territories by accumulating titles and rights was not exactly what historians such as W. F. Skene 
have described as the “rapid advances of the Campbells”; rather, it was a slow process that kept a 
constant pace, and over time, the accumulated titles and rights placed the Campbells of Loch Awe 
in a position of great power and influence.14 
 Gillespic’s policy of territorial aggrandizement was continued by his son, Colin “Iongitach” 
Campbell (d. 1414), who was already powerful in his own right by the late 1360s (Figure 1). 
Under Colin’s leadership, the Campbells slowly changed their usage of land charters; historians 
have termed their aggressive tactic for land expansion during this time as the “Pen and Claymore” 
strategy, reflecting their strength in military might and legal proceedings.15 The Campbells under 
Colin displayed this strategy in Menteith where they gave lands to their allies the Stewarts to ensure 
their borders were secured so they could continue their aggressive campaigns on lands to the north 
and northwest.16 The Campbells used this strategy to maintain control over Menteith while their 
forces focused on the northern expansions, the importance of which was underlined by a significant 
divorce that tested the Campbells’ political strategies. 
 In the 1360s, tensions were rising between the Stewarts and smaller noble families in 
Cowal. The Lord of Mar, Thomas (d. 1377), had secured an annulment for his marriage to Margaret 
Graham (d. 1380) by claiming that Margaret was unable to have children.17 Margaret Graham was 
to inherit the lands of Menteith once her mother passed away, which placed pressure on Colin 
Campbell to rally support for Margaret if they were to keep Menteith in Campbell hands, since the 
Grahams were vassals of the Campbells. Anything short of securing the Grahams’ protection would 
have caused political instability and rendered the Campbells unable to protect their vassals and 
allies.18 The Campbells’ need to support the heiress of Menteith allowed Robert Stewart—who later 
became King Robert II of Scotland (r. 1371-1390)—the opportunity to act and marry Margaret 
Graham himself. Colin Campbell suggested this act to achieve two goals: to increase the Campbells’ 
value as allies to a royal candidate and to put a stop to further land encroachment from nearby 
enemies. This act of good faith proved to be beneficial, as Robert II gifted titles of hereditary royal 
lieutenancy to Colin and his heirs in 1382, thereby further entrenching the Campbells’ authority.19 
A royal lieutenancy essentially guaranteed one’s position, whereas other titles such as lordships and 
baronies were given with the expectation that one achieved a certain goal and were in turn received 
as rewards. Thus, this endowment established the Campbells with a heritable title that could not be 
disputed by other clans.
 Besides adapting legal documents to fit their goals, Colin’s consolidation of his position as 
Lord of Argyll was perhaps his most effective action. This move affirmed him and his descendants 
as the overlords of lordships and territories acquired from the 1360s and 1370s, which now included 
sections from the Isle of Mull and Glen Orchy. His appropriation of lands continued throughout 
the late fourteenth century, but the inner conflicts experienced by the other branches of the 
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Figure 4: Detail of 
figure 1. Seal depicting 
a coat of arms.

Campbells—which arose either because they were unable to hold their own, or because they were 
outright swindled by their Loch Awe kinsmen—caused the growth of the Loch Awe Campbells to 
slow down. 20  
 With the death of Colin “Iongitach” Campbell in 1414, his son Duncan (d. 1453), inherited 
lands and titles from his father, which included the royal lieutenancy and lordship of Loch Awe and 
Argyll, making Duncan the head of the Campbells of Loch Awe (Figure 3). It was during Duncan’s 
life that the land charter examined in this paper (charter 15-3) was written: this charter requested 
that Duncan’s brother, Douglas, hand the lands of Glen Orchy (Figure 4) over to Duncan’s eldest 
living son, Colin (d. 1475).21 By the time this charter was written, Duncan had experienced the loss 
of his eldest son and heir, Gillespic, in 1431. The Campbells of Loch Awe were also under pressure 
from nearby lords and were in the crosshairs of King James I (r. 1406-1437) amid the civil turmoil 
of the 1420s as a result of the Albany crisis.22 The Albany Stewarts were a powerful family that 
were related to the Campbells through marriage and had become prominent in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries as a result of being related to the Scottish royal family.23 Through ensuring the 
clan’s stability, the charter made Colin the second most powerful individual in the west of Scotland 
at the time, after Duncan himself.24 This granting of lands was also seen as a gift of good faith, which 
pushed Colin to agree to protect his deceased brother Gillespic’s son. This transaction provided 
lands to Colin (now Colin of Glen Orchy) who went on to establish the Campbells of Glen Orchy 
as the primary military powerhouse of the many Campbell branches.25 At the same time, Duncan’s 
grandson later received the title of Lord of Loch Awe under the protection of his grandfather and 
the rest of the Campbell kindred.
 In 1402, any conflicts or challenges that occurred between the Campbells and other powerful 
clans were superseded by the political turmoil caused by the death of David Stewart, the heir to the 
Scottish throne, after he was captured by political enemies who resented his decisions while acting 
as lieutenant over Rothesay.26 Although the Campbells shouldered some of the responsibility of 
protecting the prince, which added even more royal support to their cause, all plans involving the 
royal family came to an abrupt stop in 1406 when the new heir, James I, was imprisoned by the 
English shortly before the death of King Robert III (r. 1390-1406). 27 With James in captivity, Robert 
Stewart, the Lord of Albany (d. 1420), became regent of Scotland, an appointment that made him 
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the most powerful man in the kingdom.28 Robert Stewart was Robert III’s younger brother, which is 
why he had a hand in acting as a partial regent for three monarchs (Robert II, Robert III, and James 
I).29 With Robert III dead and his heir captured, Robert Stewart gained the power and influence 
of a king, only without the title.30 Over the course of the next eighteen years, the Albany Stewarts 
benefitted from this position. 
 In 1424, Duncan Campbell agreed to be one of the six hostages imprisoned by the English 
while Scotland worked to collect enough money to cover the ransom for their king.31 During his 
imprisonment, James I severely targeted the Albany Stewarts for their betrayal and inability to rally 
to their king’s aid, seizing their lands and imprisoning members of the family.32 Duncan Campbell 
was caught up in the political unrest that surrounded the captivity of James I in England and thus 
lost influence and lands.33 As a result of these developments, strategies that previously had worked 
for the Campbells—namely utilizing land charters and seeking support from the Scottish Crown—
were no longer effective. Thus, Duncan Campbell began to appear more often in the Lowlands 
around Edinburgh to keep an eye on James I after his return from England to monitor his mood 
towards the Highlands. Only after eleven years of intense interaction with the Scottish legal system 
and strategic political planning did Duncan overcome this obstacle of royal conflict and slowly 
reposition his sights on the lands lost during his imprisonment.34 While land charters proved to be 
effective for gaining power and lands, the Campbells also employed another arrangement that was 
more common and had impactful results: the act of marriage.

Marriage

 Marriages were a common strategy that noble families used to consolidate land and increase 
power during the Middle Ages. Many families, including the Campbells, sought to use marriages 
to inherit lands or position themselves within powerful circles. 35 Unlike land charters, which 
required some legal understanding, marriage strategies were employed by members of all social 
classes.36 Marriages were business transactions whereby the two parties involved facilitated a deal 
that benefitted both. The Campbells’ military and economic influence meant that their status was 
attractive for lords seeking to make marriages for their daughters. 
 In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, there were several marriages that greatly increased 
the Campbells’ landholdings. One marriage was particularly instrumental in the Campbells’ rise 
to power: the marriage of Sir Neil Campbell (d. 1316; figure 3) and Mary Bruce (1282-1323). Neil 
Campbell supported Robert the Bruce (r. 1306-1329) for the Crown of Scotland over John Comyn 
(d. 1306) during the First War of Scottish Independence. After the war, Robert the Bruce rewarded 
Neil Campbell with lands as well as his sister’s hand in marriage.37 This marriage served as both a 
personal reward and a means to improve the relationship between the Bruces and the Campbells by 
strengthening their relationship from one of friendship to family. Having experienced the benefits 
of powerful marriages, each Lord of Loch Awe employed marriage strategies to accumulate more 
lands or strengthen relationships with other powerful families.  
 Another particularly significant wedding for the Campbells was the marriage between 
Duncan Campbell and Marjorie Stewart (1390-1420), the daughter of the regent Robert Stewart, 
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Duke of Albany, in the 1390s.38 This marriage solidified a powerful alliance between the Campbells 
and the Albany Stewarts, as the latter were related to the Scottish royal family. As the brother of 
Robert III of Scotland, the Duke of Albany gave Duncan enormous influence in Scotland, and 
when Duke Robert became regent of Scotland, he gifted many more lands to “his beloved son” 
Duncan.39 The Albany Stewarts gained a strong ally from this marriage, since a noble’s position—as 
well as a king’s—depended on the relation they had with the people around them. Connections and 
support were all part of this complex network of diplomacy between powerful men like the king 
and his magnates.  
 The turn of the fifteenth century saw a shift in the Campbells’ marriage strategy; they turned 
their interests from colonizing the Highlands to developing ties to the Scottish royal court. This 
strategy was a result of James I and Duncan Campbell’s relation to the Albany Stewarts.40 When 
Duncan returned from England after acting as a hostage for the ransom of James I, most of his 
in-laws had either been imprisoned or executed for treason. No longer having the Crown on his 
side, and with most of the Highland families looking to use the opportunity to reclaim lands that 
were taken by the Campbells, Duncan searched for marriage candidates in the Lowlands. These 
families were all nobles who had some type of relation to the Scottish court. This was Duncan’s 
plan to ensure that the Campbells had support in court, while making sure the king did not seek 
violence.41 This was a strategy that took eleven years to implement, but the results were successful. 
Members from the other Campbell branches were married off to noble Lowland families, and more 
importantly, James I lost interest in prosecuting the Campbells due to the growing civil unrest within 
his kingdom that emerged as a result of his implementation of radical administrative and economic 
changes inspired by what he had seen in England during his captivity. As a result of the position 
of James I and the newly formed connections to 
Lowland nobility, the Campbell name was able to 
recover and continue their plans for land control.

Scottish Law Students

 Charters were incredibly important 
during the Middle Ages in Scotland, as almost all 
the Highland clans eventually came to use charters 
for the purpose of territorial aggrandizement. 
An increased interest in legal studies during 
the fifteenth century facilitated the rise of this 
documenting culture. Under the rule of James I, 
Scotland underwent a massive reorganizing and 
expansion process that shaped its ruling process 

Figure 5: Province of Argyll with approximate 
identification of  Glen Orchy (red) and Loch Awe 
(black). Image © Google Maps 2021, detail added. 
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Figure 6: Detail 
of figure 1. Font. 

into a bureaucracy.42 New positions, such as comptroller and treasurer, appeared, while other roles, 
such as chamberlain, disappeared. As time went on, these new offices were able to increase their 
authority to levels that were often above established members of the Scottish elite, like the earls.43  
For Scottish students, the idea to improve their standing—either in government or the higher 
classes of society—through their studies was an attractive prospect that resulted in many leaving 
the kingdom. Due to the English ban on Scottish citizens attending English universities as a result 
of the Scottish Wars of Independence, these students’ options were limited to Europe.44 
 In the Middle Ages, each university had a specific area of study that made it renowned. 
For students wanting to study civil law, or jus civiles, Paris and Orleans were the best options. 
Cologne, Vienna, Wittenberg, and Louvain were also respectable locations for the student of civil 
law.45 The main legal system in Scotland (and the rest of Europe) was the canon law system, which 
established the foundation of land charter agreements in Scotland. This system was introduced to 
the University of St. Andrew’s in 1431 and was supported by King James I in 1432; St. Andrews 
followed the Parisian model by having lectures in Latin which were specifically designed for clerics 
and civil lawyers.46 Other Scottish universities followed this trend of having French roots, with 
the University of Glasgow (1451) and the University of Aberdeen (1495) mirroring the schooling 
in Cologne. All three universities facilitated a learning environment for Scottish students while 
England continued to enforce their ban until the late fifteenth century. 
 Information regarding which Campbells went to law school, or if there were lawyers who 
worked in service to balance their paid education by the lords of Loch Awe, is unclear. Historical 
evidence suggests that the Campbells were fascinated with Scottish law, since historians have often 
referred to Clan Campbell as the “Lawyer Clan.”47 Modern scholars such as Stephen Boardman have 
suggested that each member of Clan Campbell was expected to understand the law, and that many 
became powerful lawyers.48 Having this intellectual advantage would have given the Campbells 
an edge over their opponents. Indeed, the clan’s use of legal documents that contained loopholes 
or precise small print caused the Campbells’ neighbouring clans to develop a negative view of 
them; such behaviour can explain their contemporary nickname as “the Crooked mouths.”49 Be 
that as it may, the evidence listed above supports the notion that the Campbells had a profound 
comprehension of legal procedures, which gave them the edge in the successful land claims that 
secured their economic prosperity. 
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Conclusion

 The organization of Scottish Highland families such as the Campbells revolved around 
strategies that increased or solidified their position in society. When expansion was on the horizon 
for noble families, the objectives were to assert power and then to maintain authority. During the 
late medieval period, Scotland experienced many conflicts that rocked the very foundation of 
Scottish society and the governing of the Highlands.50 Through perseverance and sheer motivation 
to expand their landholdings and establish a lasting legacy, the Campbells of Loch Awe created 
a “Clan Empire” that was never seen again in Scottish history. Through their understanding of 
land charters and their unique intergenerational connection to the Scottish Crown, the Campbells 
absorbed crucial territories that entrenched their position as the Lords of Argyll.51 Additionally, 
they cemented their position through marriages with powerful families, which resulted in lands, 
titles, and public influence. The last factor related to Clan Campbell’s success was the rise of legal 
education and universities in Scotland, which facilitated a rapid understanding of laws that enabled 
the Campbells to effectively utilize legal documents to assert ownership of lands and territories. 
Though the actions of this powerful clan were framed in a negative light in later years—more than 
likely by clan rivals—one cannot dispute the resilience and cleverness of the Campbells of Loch 
Awe, nor their legacy as one of Scotland’s largest and most powerful clans.
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Biodiplomatics

Keegan McNaught and Susannah Ferreira

Using Scottish Land Charters as Biological Sources

The science of genomics offers medieval historians a new tool with which to unlock the information 
of the past. Genetic data corresponding to plants and animals of the past has the potential to fuel 
both historical and scientific research. Using the Campbell of Monzie charters held in Archival 
& Special Collections at the University of Guelph, our team of students and faculty from the 
University of Guelph collaborated with researchers at the University of North Carolina State to 
extract and analyze DNA from medieval parchment. Biocodicology is a new field of research 
that uses parchment manuscripts as biological sources. Because the term codicology refers to the 
analysis of codices (books), we are using the term “biodiplomatics” where “diplomatics” is the name 
given to the field associated with the study of charters. Like biocodicology, biodiplomatics involves 
the extraction and analysis of biomolecular data from parchment; this data has the potential to 
provide valuable information to researchers from multiple academic fields in the humanities, 
natural sciences, and social sciences. Such biomolecular analysis can be: proteomic, which involves 
the study of proteins; microbial, which examines microbiomes; or genetic, which, like our project, 
investigates ancient DNA.  
 To understand late medieval Scotland, one must consider the rise in the relevance of 
literacy in Scottish law, economics, politics, and society during this period. The use of the written 
word gained legitimacy in legal agreements in the twelfth century in Scotland as medieval Britain 
transitioned from an oral to a written culture.1 Indeed, throughout much of late medieval Scottish 
history, land charters represented one of the most prominent applications of literacy in law. Land 
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Doc. No. Item Title Date(s)
MS-1 Charter from David de Strathbogie, Earl of 

Atholl to Sir Robert Menzies
c. 12 August 1332 - c. 30 No-
vember 1335

MS-2 Charter from Alexander Menzies to Robert 
Menzies, His Son

c. 12 August 1332 - c. 1338

15-2 Charter from Duncan Campbell of Lochaw to 
Colin Campbell, His Son

20 October 1432

15-1 Confirmation of Charter from Duncan Camp-
bell of Lochawe to Colin Campbell

4 November 1432

MS-4 Charter from Duncan Campbell of Lochawe to 
His Son, Colin Campbell

20 December 1432

MS-3 Charter from James I to John Meigners 4 September 1431
15-4 Charter from James II to David Menzies 2 January 1440
D-1 Charter from James II to John Menzies of Enuch 6 June 1451

15-3 Charter from Douglas Campbell of Achym to 
Colin Campbell

5 January 1433

D-2 Bond of Manrent Between Alexander Menzies 
of Rannoch and John Campbell

April 1536

Table 1: Charters from the Campbell of Monzie Collection that underwent DNA analyses.

charters were documents that Scots used to settle legal agreements regarding landownership. The 
Campbell family made extensive use of land charters to justify their appropriation of lands belonging 
to other clans in the fourteenth century (cf. Northey’s essay in this volume). Made of parchment 
produced using the untanned skins of animals, charters were typically authenticated with a seal, 
where a seal matrix bearing a symbol or coat of arms was pressed into softened wax.2 Thousands of 
Scottish charters are preserved in libraries, archives, and private collections in both England and 
Scotland. Their parchment and wax, when tested, has the potential to reveal information about the 
flora and fauna of earlier centuries.
 Biodiplomatics and the use of Scottish charters for biological analysis offer two major 
advantages over the analysis of codices and even charters from other kingdoms. Firstly, because 
Scotland lies on the geographical periphery of Europe, sharing only a land border with England, 
opportunities for the import of parchment were comparatively limited. Moreover, the abundance of 
sheep and cattle in medieval Scotland suggests that parchment would have been locally produced, 
especially for functional legal documents like land charters where the quality of skin would not 
have been as important as it would be for a devotional text like a Bible or Book of Hours. An 
absence of craftsmen identified as parchmenters in Scottish records, alongside a clear abundance 
of parchment, suggests that parchment-making in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was a 
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Figure 1: Materials 
for DNA extraction, 

including charter XS5 
MS A001 15-3.

side activity undertaken by skinners and tanners. As historian Elizabeth Ewan has emphasized, 
medieval craftsmen in towns such as Aberdeen made use of every part of a slaughtered animal.3 
After 1500, it is possible that parchment-making became more professionalized as parchmenters 
began to compete with paper-makers and were driven to produce parchment that was white and 
free from blemishes.4 Still, it seems unlikely that parchment would have been imported for charter 
use in Scotland, even in the sixteenth century. Secondly, the legal nature of charters meant that they 
were signed and often dated at a specific location. As a result, it is possible to assign a rough location 
and year to the animal whose skin is being analyzed and therefore to learn something about the 
herds and the natural environment in a specific time and place.  

Ancient DNA: Questions and Limitations  

 In 2010, Timothy Stinson, of North Carolina State University, identified four different 
areas in which biocodicology could contribute to knowledge of the past: resolving debates around 
individual manuscripts, analyzing the construction of medieval codices, increasing knowledge of 
the medieval parchment trade, and finally, reconstructing medieval herds.5 It is this latter area that is 
of greatest interest to our research team at the University of Guelph (although we remain interested 
in any further information gained about the charters themselves). The extraction and sequencing 
of ancient DNA has the potential to provide information regarding the species, breed, sex, and 
health of the medieval animals used to produce them. From there we may learn about livestock 
economies, genetic diversity, animal migration, and the diseases and parasites that impacted them.
 Much of the research that has been done on medieval livestock in Scotland has been 
about sheep, owing to the importance of the wool trade in Scotland and Northern England in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. In England, changes to the manorial system in the thirteenth 
century had increased the efficiency of wool production. Such changes included the enclosing of 
flocks on smaller parcels of land, which prevented animal loss. Other changes in legislation increased 
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the power of landlords, allowing them to evict tenants and use more land for grazing animals. 
Thus, both England and Scotland became important wool producers, encouraging landholders and 
institutions like monasteries to devote more energy to raising sheep.6 Although England had been 
the dominant exporter of wool for much of the medieval period, by the 1430s, Scottish wool was 
being shipped to Flanders and challenging English hegemony in the sector.7 Given that medieval 
societies could afford to waste very little, the same sheep whose wool was shorn and exported were 
also likely used for the production of parchment. 
 DNA analysis has the potential to provide information about the breeds of sheep that 
inhabited medieval Scotland. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, there were about six 
“breeds” or groupings of sheep that correspond to modern breeds: Cheviots, Dunface, Hebridean, 
Soay, North Ronaldsay, and Shetland sheep. But there are indications that breeding experiments, 
with the aim of improving wool, may have also occurred in this period. For example, it was alleged 
that in 1480, three thousand merino sheep from Spain were imported into Berwick-upon-Tweed 
in an attempt to improve the wool industry.8 An examination of the parchment DNA from charters 
produced in the Anglo-Scottish borderlands could yield information about this experiment or 
about other breeds that may have been introduced to late medieval Britain from other regions.  
 In addition to the information on breeds, the analysis of parchment DNA could also reveal 
information about famine and economic slumps caused by livestock diseases. An outbreak of 
disease that affected livestock was referred to in contemporary medieval documents as a murrain. 
A particularly virulent murrain that occurred in the fourteenth century was the Great Cattle 
Plague of 1319 that arrived in England in the springtime and then spread to Wales and Scotland 
by the summer. Manorial accounts indicate the terrible impact that the disease had on British 
livestock between 1310 and 1330. Biological analysis of parchment produced in this period has 
the potential to reveal the exact nature of this outbreak. Such analysis might also confirm historian 
Philip Slavin’s assertion that uncontrolled outbreaks of sheep scab decimated the wool trade in 
the fourteenth century.9 In addition, other diseases such as scrapie might be detected through 
DNA analysis. Scrapie is a naturally occurring disease in sheep and goats that eventually leads to 
neurodegeneration and death, but some sheep develop a resistance gene, found on codon 171 in 
the prion protein gene in sheep, which might be discovered in the process of DNA extraction and 
sequencing.10 While scrapie has been known to be in existence since at least the eighteenth century, 
an analysis of medieval parchment could find evidence that it was even older. As such, the field of 
biodiplomatics has the potential to increase our knowledge of livestock diseases and their impact 
on societies of the past.
 At present, however, the information that can be gathered is limited. Part of the reason 
behind this limitation has to do with the difficulties of extracting ancient DNA. For example, the 
method used by researchers at the University of North Carolina State, who processed our samples, 
extracted and enriched mitochondrial DNA which, while more abundant, provides less detailed 
information than nuclear DNA. In addition, available commercial tools used to identify genetic 
variation across breeds were not designed to work with ancient DNA. Further experimentation 
with methods of DNA extraction and a customization of genotyping tools will almost certainly 
allow researchers to get at more specific genetic information contained in medieval parchment.
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Table 2: DNA results of successfully tested charters.

Doc. No. Item Title Date(s) Species

15-2 Charter from Duncan Campbell 
of Lochaw to Colin Campbell, 
His Son

20 October 1432 Capra hircus (goat)

MS-3 Charter from James I to John 
Meigners

4 September 1431 Capra hircus (goat)

15-3 Charter from Douglas Campbell 
of Achym to Colin Campbell

5 January 1433 Bos taurus (cow)

15-4 Charter from James II to David 
Menzies

2 January 1440 Ovis aries (sheep)
Tag also Ovis aries (sheep)

D-2 Bond of Manrent Between 
Alexander Menzies of Rannoch 
and John Campbell

April 1536 Bos taurus (cow)

Testing the Campbell of Monzie Charters 

 In the Winter semester of 2021, our team of three History students, one faculty member, 
and one special collections librarian, undertook a preliminary DNA analysis of several charters 
from the University of Guelph’s Campbell of Monzie collection (Table 1). Samples were taken using 
two methods: the triboelectric extraction method using PVC erasers and a brushing technique 
using medical brushes (Figure 2). With the triboelectric method, the parchment was rubbed with 
a clean eraser across a 2.5 cm x 10 cm area of parchment with no writing. Eraser crumbs were 
collected in test tubes and sent off for testing. With the brushing method, the medical brushes were 
rubbed on a same-sized area in a different location on the manuscripts, and the brush heads were 
collected in test tubes. Twenty-two samples from ten charters were sent to the University of North 
Carolina State for testing. Our research questions were as follows: What animal were the charters 
made of? Can we detect the breed of animal? Were charters of the same year made from the same 
species and breed of animal? Are the seal tags that hang from the end of the wax seal made from 
the same parchment as the rest of the charter? 
 As mentioned, the method of testing was unable to reveal the breed of animal that was used 
to make the parchment, although the researchers at the University of North Carolina State were 
able to determine the species. Moreover, due to our inexpert sampling techniques, only six of the 
eleven samples, from five of the ten charters, yielded definitive results (Table 2). Despite the failure 
of some samples to yield results, there were some surprises. Firstly, our team had anticipated that 
all the charters would have been made of sheepskin. This assumption had been built on the fact 
that Scotland had been a major exporter of wool, woolfells, and sheep hides in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. (cf. Bates’s essay in this volume). Moreover, a recent examination of several 
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hundred English, Scottish, and Welsh 
property deeds revealed that more than 
96.4% were written on sheepskin.11 This 
trend was a result of an abundance of 
sheepskin in Britain, its low cost, and its 
unique biological structure. Because of 
its high lipid content—30 to 50% of the 

dry weight of the skin as opposed to goatskin which is 3 to 10%—it is harder to erase. Medieval 
officials such as Richard FitzNeal, author of the twelfth-century treatise Dialogus de Scaccario, 
claimed that it was difficult to forge documents written on sheepskin, declaring that “they do not 
easily yield to erasure without the blemish being apparent.”12 
 However, the results of the DNA analysis revealed that two of the five charters whose species 
could be determined were made of goatskin. This finding appears to contradict recent research that 
suggests that goats were relatively rare in Britain during the later Middle Ages and had declined 
in numbers from the eleventh century. It also calls into question the assertion that goatskins were 
usually imported only for specialized purposes, such as the production of pocket Bibles.13 It seems 
implausible that the charters MS-3 and 15-2, signed in 1431 and 1432, respectively, would have 
been written on imported goatskins when sheepskin was so prevalent at the time. It is more likely 
that the parchment would have been made from the skin of a local goat. 
 There are stories of feral goats inhabiting the slopes of Inversnaid, on the east side of Loch 
Lomond, since the fourteenth century. In fact, legend had it that when Robert the Bruce was being 
pursued by English soldiers in 1306, he took refuge in a cave in Inversnaid. While in hiding, feral 
goats were said to have lain at the entrance of the cave where he was concealed. The story follows 
that when English soldiers passed by the cave, they did not search it because they believed that the 
lounging goats precluded the possibility of a fugitive within. Allegedly, Robert the Bruce declared 
these goats a protected species afterwards.14 Given that Inversnaid is only about thirty kilometers 
from the Campbell lands of Glen Orchy and Loch Awe, it is possible that the parchment might be 
made from the skin of one of these not-so-protected goats.

Future Research 

 Biodiplomatics is an emerging field that promises to provide scholars with new tools that 
can be used in both historical analysis and animal science. Further inquiry into animal husbandry 

Figure 2: Researcher performing the 
brushing method of DNA extraction on the 

Resignation of lands by David Menzies 
and regrant by King James I to John 

Menzies, 1430. University of Guelph, 
Archival & Special Collections, XS5 MS 

A001 MS-3.
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in the Middles Ages and the further refinement of DNA extraction techniques and genotyping 
tools will greatly increase knowledge about the natural world in the past. Scottish land charters 
such as those in the Campbell of Monzie collection, conserved in Archival & Special Collections 
at the University of Guelph, have provided an excellent starting point for biocodicological and 
biodiplomatic research. Further testing of this collection will determine how many of our charters 
were made from goatskin and soon we hope to find ways of identifying the breeds of goats, cattle, 
and sheep whose skins were used to make these charters. In time, and with the use of non-invasive 
techniques like the triboelectric extraction method, we hope to take samples from other collections 
of charters. In this way, we plan to unlock more information about animal diversity, animal 
husbandry, famine, and disease in medieval Scotland. 
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This charter was issued by David de Strathbogie and granted the thanage of Crannach to Robert 
Menzies in return for his allegiance. David de Strathbogie was a “disinherited” lord whose father had 
been banished by Robert the Bruce (r. 1306-1329). The younger Strathbogie returned to Scotland 
with the English-supported claimant to the Scottish throne, Edward Balliol, at the beginning of the 
Second War of Scottish Independence in 1332. 

Strathbogie himself used the titles “Earl of Atholl” and “Constable of Scotland” in this grant, which 
suggests that the Scottish Crown had at this point made concessions to Strathbogie in order to entice 
him to join its side in the war against England. During the fourteenth century, nobles sometimes 
switched their allegiance during times of political chaos to gain the best political advantage; 
this situation was particularly likely when a kingdom was contested by two kings competing for 
dominion, as was the case in Scotland at this time.

Grant by David de Strathbogie to Robert Menzies 

Scotland, c. 1332-1335. 
In Latin. Ink on parchment. 
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 MS-1).
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This charter was composed by Alexander Menzies, son of Robert Menzies, during the Second War 
of Scottish Independence. The document states that Alexander bestowed on Robert the lands of 
Weem and Aberfeldy in the earldom of Atholl. 

The charter makes mention of the earl of Atholl and the king but does not name them; such ambiguity 
suggests that the charter was written during the inconsistent reign of Edward Balliol in the 1330s. 
The Menzies had fought for Robert the Bruce during the First War of Scottish Independence, while 
their overlords—the Strathbogies, earls of Atholl—had sided with John Balliol and later his son 
Edward. The Strathbogies were deposed of their lands after the war but returned with Edward’s 
army of disinherited Scottish nobles in 1331. The Bruce king, David II, fled to France, leaving his 
nobles leaderless. Thus, Alexander Menzies was caught in an awkward position when David de 
Strathbogie returned to Atholl. Menzies expressed his neutrality by referring to the earl and King 
Edward by their titles instead of their names. 

Grant by Alexander Menzies to his son Robert Menzies

Scotland, c. 1332-1338.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.

University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 MS-2).
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This charter records a transfer of land from Duncan, Earl of Fife, to Robert de Erskine, a knight in 
his service. Prior to the prominence of written records, a symbolic act was performed to validate 
the exchange of land. If the former owner gave a bit of soil from the piece of land to the new owner, 
that action provided visual proof of the changing ownership and authorized the agreement.

A few years after this charter’s creation, the Black Death reached Scotland in 1349, killing up to 
one-third of the population. As the plague took its toll, the balance of power shifted in favour of the 
peasant over the landowner. There were fewer people to farm the land, so landowners like the newly 
propertied Robert Erskine had to pay peasant workers higher wages to retain their labour, leading 
simultaneously to the impoverishment of noble households and socioeconomic advancement of 
the peasantry.

Charter of Duncan, Earl of Fife, Granting Land in Qwylet to 
Lord Robert de Erskine
Scotland, c. 1343-1344.
In Latin. Ink on parchment. 
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS1 MS A313).
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This royal charter records a grant to John Menzies of lands that had previously belonged to his 
father, Sir David Menzies. It describes various conditions, such as how ownership of the land would 
be transferred back to David if John died without heirs. The clauses regarding “legitimate” heirs are 
noteworthy, since illegitimate children experienced disadvantages regarding land inheritance under 
Scottish law, and the document states that David Menzies had no “legitimate” sons at the time. The 
resignation was agreed upon not through coercion but out of free will—a vital component of the 
validity of land resignation in medieval Scotland.

Biocodicology—the study of biological data stored on parchment—can be applied to the study of 
this charter. Such research can show what species of animal was used to produce this charter, or 
possibly even provide evidence of traces of historic diseases. These findings may thus further the 
understanding of various events that occurred in the centuries prior to 1430, such as the Black 
Death or the Great Famine.

Resignation of lands by David Menzies and regrant by King 
James I to John Menzies 

Scotland, 4 September 1430.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.

University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 MS-3).
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This charter confirms a grant of the lands of Glenorchy by Duncan Campbell, Lord of Lochawe (c. 
1364-1453), to his second son, Colin (c. 1395-1475), in 1432. One feature of aristocratic landholding 
in both highland and lowland Scotland at this time, was that lands were exclusively passed down 
in the male line. This grant to Colin, during the lifetime of his father, secured his future as Lord of 
Glenorchy. The grant also offered some protection to Colin’s infant nephew, who after the premature 
death of Colin’s brother Gillespic in 1432, was poised to inherit the lordship (and future earldom) 
of Argyll. 

DNA analysis of this charter has revealed that its parchment is made from goatskin. This finding 
is surprising because it was thought that goats were comparatively rare in late medieval Britain. It 
was also held that most legal documents were made from sheepskin, owing to the high lipid content 
that made forgery more difficult. However, there are reports of feral goat colonies living near Loch 
Lomond in the fourteenth century, not far from Glenorchy. 

Charter from Duncan Campbell of Lochawe to Colin 
Campbell, His Son
Scotland, 1432.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS1 MS A001 15-2).
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This royal charter was issued by King James I as a confirmation of Duncan Campbell’s grant of the 
lands of Glenorchy to his young son, Colin Campbell, and his male heirs. This grant included the 
property of Glenorchy, which encompassed various lands located in the county of Argyll and along 
the banks of Loch Awe in the western Highlands, as well as various pennylands and insular lands. 
The king had annexed these lands from the McGregor Clan and presented them to the Campbells 
of Loch Awe. 

This grant allowed Colin and his heirs to act as lords over the given lands while confirming the 
king’s monetary and authoritative power over the region. The list of witnesses to the charter’s 
creation (which originally occurred on 20 October 1432) includes several members and close allies 
of the Campbell family. The sealing of this charter was then witnessed by various members of the 
king’s council about two weeks later, and James I’s seal is affixed to the document with a tag.

Royal charter of James I confirming a land grant from Duncan 
Campbell of Loch Awe to Colin Campbell

Scotland, 4 November 1432. 
In Latin. Ink on parchment and partial wax seal. 

University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 15-1). 
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This charter is a letter of instruction issued by Duncan Campbell of Loch Awe to his brother, Dugald 
Campbell, regarding the transfer of Duncan’s lands to his son, Colin Campbell. It is written on a 
short, wide piece of parchment, a writing surface made from animal skin that was frequently used 
for land charters in medieval Scotland. 

Parchment production was an intensive and specialized craft. The production process consisted of 
soaking skins (commonly from sheep, calves, and goats) in a lime and water solution to loosen and 
remove hair and any remaining flesh. The wet skins were then stretched on a wooden frame and 
left to dry. A crescent-shaped blade called a lunellum was used to scrape and thin the dried skins, 
smoothing them into a surface that could easily be written on. The skins were then treated with 
pounce (an abrasive powder) for further polishing and whitened with a material such as chalk. The 
final step was to cut the processed parchment down from its frame and trim its edges to the desired 
size and shape. 

Precept of Sasine from Duncan Campbell of Loch Awe to Colin 
Campbell
Scotland, 20 December 1432.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 MS-4).
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Precept of sasine issued by Dugald Campbell, bailiff, on behalf of his lord, Duncan Campbell, of 
Loch Awe, ordering that Duncan’s son, Colin, be given possession of lands in Glenorchy. In the 
early 1430s, King James I seized Campbell lands and executed many of their allies for their relation 
to the Albany Stewarts, a powerful family prosecuted for treason against the king. To exacerbate the 
situation, Duncan’s heir, Gillespic, died in 1431, leaving behind a son. 

Fearing violence over the right of succession, Duncan authorized this charter, which represented 
a token of good faith to Colin that was to prevent him from seeking violence against his nephew, 
now next in line to the lordship of Loch Awe. This charter was also meant to secure stability within 
Duncan’s court so he could focus on his relations with the king. This charter established Colin as 
the first lord of Glenorchy, making him the second most powerful individual in the clan. By the end 
of the fifteenth century, the Glenorchy line had emerged as the strongest branch of the Campbell 
family.

Precept of Sasine in name of Dugald Campbell of “Achym” 
issued at the command of Lord Duncan Campbell to Colin 

Campbell

Scotland, 15 January 1433.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.

University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 15-3).
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This royal charter of infeftment records a land transfer from David Menzies to his son, John Menzies. 
Several of the lands indicated in this charter—namely Wemyss and the lands within the thanage of 
Crannach—also appear in two earlier Menzies family charters from the fourteenth century (MS-
1 and MS-2 in this catalogue). Studying several charters from the same family reveals how the 
Menzies retained these lands, and thus, their privileged position within Scottish society, over the 
course of a century.

The grantor, David Menzies, first resigned his lands to James II so the king could then grant them 
anew to David’s son, John. Resigning lands to the king was a common practice in the conveyance 
of land during the Middle Ages. It affirmed the king’s supreme authority over the lands within his 
dominion, which was particularly significant in a decentralized kingdom like medieval Scotland 
wherein the influence of regional lords could challenge the Crown’s power. Royal sanction of 
landownership, however, was also important to individual lords because it legitimized claims to 
landed status and the accompanying social prestige.

Royal charter from King James II of Scotland to John Menzies

Scotland, 2 January 1440.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 15-4).
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Through this 1451 charter, King James II confirmed the lands, titles, and offices of John Menzies of 
Rawar, uniting them under a single new barony—the barony of Wemyss—to be held by John and 
his descendants in perpetuity. This charter represents James II’s prerogative of confirming his lords’ 
lands and titles, as well as reorganizing them.

Baronies in medieval Scotland differed from their English counterparts, since they were not 
restricted to a handful of powerful lords and did not guarantee said lords a place in Parliament. The 
hundreds of Scottish baronies in the Late Middle Ages were held by all ranks of nobles, from local 
lords to great earls. Lands held “in free barony”—like the one confirmed in this charter—granted 
barons some criminal jurisdiction over their lands, making them an important part of the political 
and judicial systems of medieval Scotland.

Royal charter by James II of Scotland to John Menzies 
conferring the barony of Wemyss

Scotland, 6 June 1451.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.

University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 D-1).
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This charter, issued by King James III (r. 1460-1488) in 1463, does not have a transcription or 
translation and is one of the charters currently being studied by students at the University of 
Guelph. It refers to a grant that involves John Stewart, the first Earl of Atholl (c. 1440-1512), a half-
brother of King James II, and Sir John Menzies of Wemyss (1397-1467). In 1451, Sir John Menzies 
was granted the barony of Wemyss, and allowed to build a parish church. The church, later known 
as the Old Kirk of Weem, became the mausoleum of the prominent members of the Menzies family. 

In 1463, the Earl of Atholl and Sir John Menzies were embroiled in a dispute over the church, 
obliging Menzies to get a confirmation of the original charter outlining his rights, issued under the 
Great Seal of Scotland. It is possible that this charter, dated the same year, relates to these events. 
However, more transcription work is needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Charter in Latin 

Scotland, No Date.
In Latin. Ink on parchment.
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS1 MS A001 Doc.12).
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This deed documents a bond of manrent that 
was enacted between Alexander Menzies of 
Rannoch and John Campbell of Monzie in 
the region of Perth. A bond of manrent was 
a legal instrument that bound two parties 
together in times of peace and war through 
a mutual and lifelong pledge of allegiance. 
Menzies and Campbell had an obligation to 
defend each other’s lands, provide counsel to 
one another, and contribute military support 
to their pledgee’s war efforts. 

The agreement was drafted and authenticated 
by Sir William Ramsay, a notary public 
and chaplain operating in Perth. Ramsay’s 
notarial seal has been partially preserved 
and is affixed to its tag. This document was 
likely made from sheepskin parchment; the 
biological composition of sheepskin made 
any attempts to erase or falsify written 
text obvious (since they would blemish 
the vellum). Additionally, the handwritten 
signatures of Menzies, Campbell, and 
Ramsay are observable at the bottom of the 
deed, as well as a written witness list that 
corroborated the bond of manrent. These 
features are indicative of how legal documents 
were verified in sixteenth-century Scotland.

Bond of Manrent between Alexander Menzies of Rannoch and 
John Campbell
Scotland, April 1536.

In Middle Scots. Ink on parchment and partial wax seal.
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 D-2).
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Waxen seals were the principal method of 
legitimizing documents in Western Europe 
from the eleventh century onwards. As literacy 
emerged in Scotland and preferences shifted 
from oral traditions towards the use of charters 
to record legal and business transactions, waxen 
seals were adopted by monarchs, the nobility, 
and lastly by commoners. Seals became vital 
to the acceptance of legal records such as wills, 
landholdings, and contracts in Scottish courts 
by the mid-thirteenth century. 

This charter was granted by King James V and 
confirms the barony of Pentland to William 
Sinclair. The seal affixed to the charter has 
heraldic imagery on both sides that is reflective 
of the royal seals used since the time of James 
I. Intricately designed, the obverse of this seal 
shows the king “in majesty” (on his throne), 
flanked by two coats-of-arms. The reverse 
of the seal displays another common image 
utilized by monarchs: a warrior on horseback. 
King James V is identified in the legends on 
both sides of the seal.

Folded charter with seal of King James V confirming the 
barony of Pentland to William Sinclair (d. 1602)
Scotland, 25 August 1542. 
In Latin. Ink on parchment and wax seal, diameter 110 mm.
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A002 1542).
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This letter grants “the lands and Barony of Menzies” to George Gordon, the sixth Earl of Huntly 
(1562-1636), during the minority of Alexander, son and heir of Baron James Menzies (1523-85). 
When James died on 5 September 1585, none of his children had attained the age of majority. The 
eldest, Sir Alexander the Menzies, was nineteen years of age and a student at the University of 
Glasgow. Fearing that the family’s lands were therefore vulnerable to invasion by the Campbells 
and other nobles in the region, James’s widow, Lady Barbara, secured the protection of the Earl 
of Huntly—a favourite of King James VI (r. 1567-1603). Through this letter, the Earl of Huntly 
assumed the wardship of the barony of Menzies until young Alexander Menzies came of age. 

Unlike the other exempla in the catalogue, this letter is written on paper rather than parchment. 
Although dated 26 September 1585, it is a copy that might have been scribed at a later time given 
that the first Scottish paper mill was established at Dalry, Edinburgh in 1590.  

Privy Seal Letter Conferring Gift of Ward and Nonentry to 
George, Lord Huntly
Scotland, 26 September 1585.

In Middle Scots and Latin. Ink on paper.
University of Guelph, Archival & Special Collections (XS5 MS A001 D-4).


